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Force-feedback manipulator technology has been available for several decades.  It was

originally developed for tele-robotic applications and is now being used with virtual

reality (VR) simulations. The three most basic goals of force-feedback technology are

safety, realism, and ease of use.  The goal in developing this hybrid device is to improve

upon the safety and realism of typical force-feedback devices while retaining the ease of

use of pen-based devices.  The use of a brake improves the safety by increasing stability.

The realism is also improved by allowing the model of static friction to be implemented.

The scope of this project includes the design, construction, and implementation of the

force-feedback input device as well as the dynamic simulation of a curve.  The input

device has a pen-like stylus. The computer simulation allows users to probe a virtual

object and feel its properties. This hybrid device is the first programmable force-feed

back device that allows modeled static friction to be reflected to the user.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION TO FORCE-FEEDBACK TECHNOLOGY

Force-Feedback Goals

It was Hannaford who first characterized the aim of force-feedback research as

consisting of three pillars.  The first and most important is the goal of safety.  Force

display inherently contains more potential for safety hazards than other user interfaces.

The second pillar is realism.  He describes this as making free space feel free and solid

objects feel solid.  We consider two other factors that affect the realism: stability and the

ability to accurately reflect static friction.  The third pillar is ease of use.  Included in this

goal is portability. There is not so much standardization of force displays as there are for

other types of interfaces.  They usually require their own controller and power supply.

They can also be quite large and may need adjustments or calibrations to accommodate

different users [But95B].

The three pillars that Hannaford describes relate both to tele-operation in which the

reflected force is measured and virtual environments in which the interaction is

simulated. Hannaford mentions that one obstacle to advancing the art of force-feedback

technology is the lack of a commonly accepted measure of quality [Bur95]. At the

University of Texas, Tesar et al. have attempted to develop a set of evaluation criteria for

manual controllers [Tes96].

Tesar et al. present eight categories of performance indices.  Each category has a

translational and rotational counterpart.  Some of the performance measures are measured

physically at a central location. Others are derived analytically throughout the workspace.
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Unfortunately, the kinematic indices require calculations involving mixed-units for some

types of manipulators [Tes96].  This is true for many previous examples in the literature

such as Yoshikawa's manipulability and force ellipsoids [Yos90].

Another problem with the indices proposed by Tesar et al. is the local versus global

values.  For some indices, local measures are averaged through integration.  For other

indices, a single local value at central location is used.  Most measures of interest are

local and change throughout the workspace in a non-linear manner.  These types of

measures include inertial properties, transmission properties, and resolution.  Consistency

of these values can be even more important than average or extreme values.  This

suggests some measure of deviation to be useful.  The above should provide some

appreciation for the non-trivial nature of the task of deriving a completely general set of

performance criteria.

Force-Feedback Devices

The first examples of force-feedback input devices were used for tele-operation.

Computer simulations were able to use force-feedback devices to improve the sense of

realism in virtual reality (VR) applications. The addition of force-reflection improved

task performance times for a variety of tasks. The force-feedback implementation is bi-

directional.  The user controls the position of the robot.  When the robot or simulation

comes into contact with the environment, measured forces are reflected to the input

device.  These forces can potentially move the user’s hand.

With the increase of VR research came the demand for lighter weight and more

universal controllers.  Different types of devices were built to reflect force to individual

fingers or provide the sensation of touch to the skin of the user.  There are few

commercially available devices and these are summarized in Table 1-1.
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Table 1-1 Commercial Force-Feedback Devices

Trait PhANTOM Impulse Engine Per-force

Workspace 5" x 7" x 10" 5" x 9" x 9" 4" x  4" x 4"

Resolution 800 dpi (0.03 mm) 1100 dpi (0.023 mm) 0.0077 mm linear

Max Force 1.9 lb. 2 lb. motors 30 oz-in

Backdrive Friction 0.15 oz. < 0.5 oz. unavailable

Inertia < 75 g “perceived” unavailable unavailable

Bandwidth unavailable 650 Hz unavailable

Degrees of Freedom 3 translation 5 tracked, 3 force-
feedback

6 force-feedback

There are four basic types of force-feedback devices utilized in modern research as

well as a few novel approaches.  The basic categories and their features are described in

Table 1-2.

Force-Feedback Applications

Force-feedback has the potential to improve many types of VR applications from

entertainment to training.  Johnson et al. have shown its effectiveness for working with

CAD models [Joh99].  Tanaka et al. created a 3D CAD program that used force-feedback

to allow the user to cut models.  This has potential for both modeling work and surgery

simulations [Tan98].

Surgery simulation is one of the most important VR applications because of its

potential to save lives. Yagel et al. implemented an impressive simulation of sinus

surgery.  The surgery involves entry through the nasal passages and cutting away tissue

that blocks the sinus passages.  This can be a difficult surgery to perform because the

carotid artery and eye socket can be within a few millimeters of the sinus boundaries.  He
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describes the potential that virtual simulations have over the traditional methods of

cadaver practice.  The tissue of the cadavers does not have a realistic response.  The

tissue has already started to decay and may be gelled up with preservatives.  Also there is

no active response.  The carotid artery does not pulse and there is no breathing [Yag96].

Table 1-2 Types of Force-Feedback Devices
Type of Device Description/ Features
Pen-based or Joystick They are available in 1-6 degrees of freedom (DOF)

configurations.  It can be used to simulate many tools that have
a pen like handle. A scalpel is one such tool.  The pen handle
may be replaced with any type of tool handle or handgrip.  The
handgrip style is commonly referred to as a joystick.

Thimble It provides a "toolless" interface to give the user a sense of
contacting the simulated environment.

Exoskeleton This is a mechanism that fits in a frame around the user's body.
It may be a glove that just affects the hand, or it may be more
elaborate and cover the entire arm.  These devices typically
have many DOFs.  Care must be taken to calibrate the device to
each individual user.  This drawback reduces the portability of
the device.  Exoskeletons are not mechanically grounded and
can only reflect relative force between body parts.

Pin Array This type has an array of rods or pins.  Devices have been built
with arrays as large as 25 x 50 pins and as small as 3 x 3 pins.
The pins can be actuated to present a surface or a textured
appearance.

Guan et al. developed VR technology to aid the surgeon in planning neurosurgery

[Gua98].  Grant et al. built force-reflection into a simulation of a scanned-probe

microscope [Gra98].  Both of these researchers had to take special measures to make sure

that the input device did not obscure the user's view.  This bulkiness is a common

problem with force-feedback technology.  Care must also be taken to calibrate the

position sensing of the force-feedback device to the position of the optical tracking.

Other virtual reality applications include path planning for clean up of radioactive waste,

automobile design, and military training.  Table 1-3 presents a concise summary of force-

feedback hardware research performed to date.
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Force Modeling

Modeling must be considered because the effectiveness of force-feedback in VR is

dependent on the performance of both hardware and simulation software. Virtual Reality

is an application in which physical modeling is needed to determine both graphics and the

physical user interaction.  Important issues within the modeling domain include

constraints, deformations, friction models, time lag, and collision detection.

The task of predicting contact forces in a virtual environment can be quite

complicated. Realistic physical simulation requires mass and stiffness properties as well

as frictional forces.  Physical constraints must also be taken into account.  Inertial and

frictional forces are relatively simple to model and calculate, but contact force calculation

becomes increasingly difficult when the model is allowed to deform.

Friction models that have been employed for force-feedback simulations include

kinetic friction and viscous, or velocity based friction. The model of static friction has not

yet been successfully applied, although it is perhaps the most important model.

Adachi et al. used the model of viscous friction tangentially to the surface and found

that it helped the user gain control over his intended motions [Ada95]. Tanaka et al.

conducted a similar experiment using a simple penetration spring based model, and

viscous friction parallel to the surface [Tan98].

Chai et al. used stiffness and damping normal to the surface to model force feedback.

They intentionally neglected mass properties so that the calculations could be performed

faster.  They used NURBS as his surface model [Cha98].   This work appears to repeat

the progress made by Qin and Terzopouls in the development of Dynamic NURBS

(DNURBS) [Qin96].  In one of his many implementations, Qin and Terzopouls neglected
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Table 1- 3 Research Force-Feedback Devices
Research Group
(and reference)

Type of
device

Special features

Hirota and Hirose
[Hir93]

thimble A magnetically suspended thimble reduced
perceived inertia.

Yoshikawa and
Nagura [Yos99]

thimble They designed a mechanically positioned thimble
designed to track the user's finger without coming
into contact unless contact is to be simulated.  They
attempted to affect the cutaneous and
proprioceptive portions of touch.  A definition of
these terms is available under Human Factors
section.

Lueke and Chai
[Lue97]

thimble They used coils attached to human finger (thimble)
and magnets on the driven device.  The robot
tracked the human motion so there was no actual
contact.  Coil current was controlled for a max of 3
N.  They were successful  in implementing 3
simulations: 1) stiff wall, 2) push button with click,
3) a virtual yo-yo

Iwata [Iwa93] pen-based They design a 6 DOF pen-based display created
from two 3DOF manipulators. Each end of the pen
was attached to one of the manipulators. The pen is
a passive prismatic joint.  Using the "middle" of the
device helped to eliminate drive weight.

Buttolo and
Hannaford
[But95A]

pen-based They used a serial/parallel structure for their force-
feedback device. The development followed almost
the same path as the approach used for the hybrid
device presented here. The first prototype was a 5-
bar in similar proportions to the first prototype of
the hybrid device.

The next prototype was a redundant manipulator
that is very similar to the second hybrid design.
The difference is that the moveable platform is
shrunk to a point creating a redundant manipulator
with no clearly defined orientation.

They simulated a surgeon’s scalpel by an
infinitesimal point, but they do not concern
themselves with orientation.

Sakaguchi, and
Furusho [Sak98]

pen-based The actuator used is a motor driven at constant
velocity. An electro-rheological fluid based clutch
is used to transmit this energy.  They built a parallel
4-bar linked force display system  (parallel 4-bar).
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Table 1-3 continued--
Research Group
(and reference)

Type of
device

Special features

Sakaguchi, and
Furusho [Sak98]
(continued)

This is just a 2DOF system that does not contain
directional information.

They implemented simulations of:
  1) Wall (the most basic)
  2) Viscous fluid
  3) Flow of fall  (force-field like a waterfall)
  4) Pushing objects around like the game Sokoban
  5) Hockey game with impact forces

Colgate, Peshkin,
and
Wannasuphoprasit
[Col96]

pen-based This group activates the direction of a rolling
constraint to allow implementation of virtual
constraints in a completely passive manner. The
application is the simulation of a curved wall using
a steerable wheel.  As the user approaches or
penetrates the wall a motor on the shaft turns the
direction of the wheel tangential to the wall.  When
the device is supposed to represent free-space, the
direction of the wheel is actuated to follow the
user's motion or force.

Colgate declares “... in all cases, the behavior of the
haptic display is, ideally, energetically passive.”
[Col96 p.539] All three types of applications listed
in his paper include cases where an active
environment exists.  Surgery (tele-operated,
simulated, or enhanced) involves working on a
living, breathing, patient with a pulse. Breathing
and pulse are active processes that should reflect an
active force to the surgeon.

In some respects, this work is a bit like Goodall's.
He discuses the impossibility of reflecting a wall
passively that is at an angle to the linear actuators.

He does develop a control strategy that shows the
non-linearity of passive devices.  He mentions the
singularity at zero speed. He notes that this
singularity does allow wall penetration that is
velocity dependent, but he doesn't regard that as a
serious problem!

There is another major note about this paper worth
mentioning.  Colgate previously proved that
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Table 1-3 continued--
Research Group
(and reference)

Type of
device

Special features

Colgate, Peshkin,
and
Wannasuphoprasit
[Col96]
(continued)

damping is necessary both in hardware and
software to guarantee stability due to time lag.  He
now has eliminated damping because he considers
this device passive.  He also now claims that the
time lag is not important.

He experimented with other versions of this type of
device.  One has a singularity that adds a degree of
freedom.

Goodall [Goo89] joystick He designed a joystick that was actuated solely with
brakes.  Care was used to select a type of brake that
did not exhibit velocity dependent frictional
properties.  Goodall did note the shortcomings of
the device stating that it couldn't properly reflect
moments or angled surfaces.  He also noted the lost
motion characteristics.

Gomez et al.
[Gom95]

exoskeleton It uses pneumatic actuators and non-contact sensors
to measure position. It is an experimental prototype
glove.

Fabiani, Grigore,
and Noshir
[Fab95]

exoskeleton Used a glove type exoskeleton device developed at
Rutgers.  It requires significant effort to calibrate to
each individual user.

Hirota and Hirose
[Hir95]

pin array This was a large-scale array designed as a surface
display. It used an array of 9 rods (pins) and a
stretched soft foam urethane surface over the top of
them.  It has passive 2 DOF tracking.  The rods are
actuated by servomotors with a slider crank
mechanism.  The stroke is 50mm.  The crank arm is
40mm.  They measured the force on the rods by
measuring the voltage on the motors.
Their conclusions and future work: 1) trouble with
2.5 D 2) Need to measure lateral (thrust) force and
not just axial force 3) Tracking must have more
DOF with active control.

Ikei, Wakamatsu,
and Fukuda
[Ike97]

pin array This group used a 5x10 array of piano wires .5mm
diameter at 2mm pitch. They vibrated pins at250Hz.
Adjusted intensity level from 5 to 57 microns
through duty cycle.  Their research determined that
users could distinguish approximately 9 levels of
actuation.
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Table 1-3 continued--
Research Group
(and reference)

Type of
device

Special features

Asamura,
Yokoyama, and
Shinoda [Asa99]

pin array This research used both air pressure and an array of
magnetic chips in an attempt to stimulate two
different types of perception.  They were actually
able to simulate textures that were finer than the
stimulator spacing.

The pins used were 0.5 mm in diameter.  Their
results led them to conclude that air was needed to
give touch sensation.  The air was used theoretically
to stimulate the shallowest skin level touch receptor
known as the Meissner corpuscle. The array of pins
was supposed to stimulate a deeper touch receptor
known as the Pacinian corpuscle.  The researchers
did not have the means to prove the cell level
response.

Sinusoid actuation of pins gave vibration sensation
like speaker vibration. Air supposedly gave a touch
sensation like a bug crawling on the skin.  The
group simulated the threads on a screw.  The users
could detect pitches that were much finer than the
stimulator array. A 1D linear array was
implemented.

Hoffman [Hof98] augmentation
/dummy

The type of force-feedback in this research included
using a physical object correlated to simulated
environment.  The interaction with the physical
object (in this case a plate) affected the user’s
perception of purely virtual objects. Another
application from this research group was the use of
spider models to enhance desensitization treatment
for spider phobias.

Iwata and Fuji
[Iwa95]

walker This was the pair’s first attempt at being able to
simulate walking in an infinite environment, which
actually had a finite workspace.  It used roller
skates and a handrail around the small workspace.
Users had to wear a harness.  This first attempt was
not very successful.

Iwata [Iwa99] walker This is quite a novel type of device.  It is an
improvement upon past research that used roller
skates to simulate walking.  The majority of force-
feedback devices concern manipulation of the
hands, but this approach attempts to replicate the
force-feedback encountered in the everyday
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Table 1-3 continued--
Research Group
(and reference)

Type of
device

Special features

Iwata [Iwa99]
(continued)

walker walking gate. It is a multi-dimensional treadmill
like an array of 12 treadmills aligned on another
treadmill of rollers in the orthogonal direction.

There is a dead zone in the middle that user is
allowed to walk and turn around in and the motors
of the treadmill won’t try to catch up.

mass to speed up the calculations.  Their purpose was simplifying design interfaces for

CAD models.  His simulations were performed in a parametric space that did not easily

allow for realistic simulation in the physical domain.

The DNURBS modeling that Qin and Terzopouls developed was based upon the

techniques of Metaxas.  He and Teropoulos performed similar mass, damping, and

stiffness modeling with super-quadratics [Met92 and Met93].

Lueke and Chai used a model assuming linear plastic collision.  The stiffness and

damping of the user's finger was modeled as changing with force level [Lue97].

The most basic task force simulation is to be able to simulate perfectly rigid surfaces

such as a wall.  These surfaces should be passive but generally are not because of the

time lag of discretely sampled control systems.  The time delays in the simulation may

cause unintended motion and instabilities [Col93].  Buttolo et al. deal extensively with

the time lag problem as it relates to a multi-user environment [But95B].

Adachi et al. [Ada95], Smith et al. [Smi95], and Chai et al. [Cha98] concern

themselves with generating efficient collision detection algorithms.  The algorithms

typically use bounding boxes and then determine the closest point on the surface of

contact if there is penetration.
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This is the type of penetration/collision detection that was used in preliminary test

simulations.  Then mass and damping were added at the point of user contact in the same

manner as the spring force. This allows a realistic simulation to be performed in realtime

with less overhead. This simulation corresponds to pushing a bead on a wire.

Figure 1-1 shows a physical model corresponding to the simulation. The localization

of physical properties to a single point is the key to reducing overhead. The approaches of

Metaxas and Qin are global, but reduce overhead by using a small number of knots. The

physical properties imparted to the curve are based relative to the knot vector. In this type

of simulation a uniform density, stiffness, or damping does not correspond to uniform

properties in the physical domain. Portions of the curve that do not have as many knots

appear to be lighter and more compliant than portions of the curve that have a higher knot

density. This was not a concern for the types of applications that Metaxas and Qin

developed.

There are two ways of relating these physical properties between the parametric and

physical domains. One is to consider volume properties of an object, and the other is to

consider properties of a thin curve based upon curve length. A routine to convert the

property of mass from the parametric domain to the physical domain based on curve

length was originally used to set up a more realistic model, but the new model required

many more nodes of computation to simulate. The more simple bead-on-wire approach is

a physically meaningful model that requires minimal computation and can still

demonstrate the desired frictional properties.
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Figure 1-1 Bead on wire simulation
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CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF ACTIVE AND PASSSIVE APPROACHES

Passive Force-Feedback Research

Previously, most researchers attempted to minimize the damping of friction in the

hardware, and most still do. Evidence of this can be seen in the literature from joystick

manufacturer's who quote low friction. This is because minimal friction is desired for the

non-contact state. There will always be a minimal amount of damping in any device.

Colgate et al. demonstrated the importance of passive damping to represent passive

surfaces [Col93]. Unless damping is employed, walls will always behave in an active

manner, reflecting more force than they dissipate.  In addition to proving the necessity of

damping, they developed simple criteria needed to guarantee this passivity. He and other

researchers included variable damping forces based on velocity.

Goodall created a joystick design using only passive components as force-reflection

sources.  This had the advantage of being able to reflect large forces safely; however, the

directions of these forces were fixed.  This greatly affects the realism achievable. Also

affecting the realism are inertial properties [Goo89].  For any mechanism, the inertial

properties will be directional unlike an object in free space.  Goodall's joystick also

lacked the ability to reflect moments properly.

The basic design was an x,y,z table with a gimbaled handle giving a total of six DOFs.

A spring and cam mechanism was used to counterbalance the weight of the x,y table. A

force/torque sensor was required to sense the direction of user applied force so that

braking force could be negated if it occurred in the opposing direction. This purely
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passive device was used to control a six DOF robot to perform a peg insertion task. The

results provided limited success, due in part to the inability to reflect moments properly.

Moment reflection is an important component to insertion tasks.

Figures 2-1 and 2-2 show the passive joystick and the peg-in-hole task it controlled.

The pictures show that similar force/torque sensors were used on the joystick and the

robot end-effector. The forces at the end-effector were transformed into coordinates at the

user hand-grip. The direction of force or torque for each axis is then compared

independently.  In this way, moments applied to the peg due to reaction forces might not

be felt by the user. The peg-in-hole surface was horizontal like the joystick's axis. A

sloping or curved surface could not properly be reflected by Goodall's joystick.

In 1996, Colgate et al. attempted to build a planar input device that could be

guaranteed to remain passive.  This bit of research ignored the previous call for damping

because it was to be entirely passive.  They used an active degree of freedom to actuate a

constraint.  The active degree of freedom only controlled the direction of the constraint so

it could not affect the user directly.  Because it had one actuated DOF, it could represent

a surface in any direction.  This was an improvement upon Goodall's design; however, it

still suffered from the effects of lost motion.  Because they use a rolling wheel as a

constraint, the device has a singularity at zero speed.  He declares that the singularity and

lost motion are not significant concerns [Col96 and Pes96].

Lost motion and singularities are very significant concerns for the goal of accurate

surgery simulation.  It is also important to be able to model active systems which can

include breathing and a pulse.
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Davis and Book built a passively controlled haptic interface.  It uses brakes as both

passive components, and programmable torque limiters. It is a hybrid in the sense that it

uses motors.  Their goals include improved safety and stability.  The peculiar quality

about this device is that it is not an input device, but an input rejection device.  This

makes it more of a display device than a manual controller [Dav97].

Another device that used brakes and motors was built by Sakaguchi and Furusho.

They used brakes as programmable torque limiters to transmit the motor torque to the

user.  A planar device consisting of a parallel 4-bar was used.  They implemented the

most basic simulation of a stiff wall.  Other simulations they performed include viscous

flow like a waterfall, pushing objects around like the Sokoban game, and a hockey

simulation with impact forces.  The force reflected was a point force, and no de-coupling

between normal and tangential directions was considered [Sak98].

Yoshikawa and Nagura built a thimble device that is supposed to be somewhat

passive.  When free-space is encountered, it just tracks the user's hand without touching

it.  When modeled surface contact is made, the device tracks the imaginary surface and

the user's finger touches the device.  This device is somewhat passive because the user is

easily allowed to break contact with the surface.  The contact between the user and the

device is passive, but the tracking of the imaginary surface is an active process.  This is

not quite a point force reflection because the contact area of the device and the finger is

significant.  The device is oriented relative to the user's finger and not tangential to the

surface [Yos99].

A comparison of active and passive properties is summarized in Table 2-1. A

summary of these devices will be compared later to the new hybrid approach.
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Table 2-1 Active and Passive Characteristics
Active Passive

Necessary for active environments Necessary for passive walls and friction

Useful for reflecting moments Cannot reflect moments well

Inherent instabilities Can provide larger forces safely

Accommodate for lost motion Cannot reflect lost motion

May be used to home & calibrate the
device

Difficult to calibrate

Hybrid Passive/Active Approach

The use of passive components introduces non-linearities that must be considered in

the design and control. This non-linearity of braking components requires directionality

de-coupling in the design.  Braking directions need to be orientable and orthogonal.  It is

convenient to describe these directions as normal and tangential.  The brake operating in

the tangential direction reflects surface friction.  Brakes in the normal direction can be

used as dampers or to supply high force resistance when the limits of safety are exceeded.

Figure 2-3 clarifies the concept of directionality de-coupling.

Passive resistance with this directionality de-coupling and passive resistance is the

only way to reflect the model of static friction.  Without some type of passive resistance,

motion would occur before the modeled static friction could be calculated and reflected.

At zero velocity, the velocity-based damping provides zero resistance.
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Table 2-2 Current Approach Comparison
Research Group and
Reference

Description and
Similarities

Significant Differences
Relative to Hybrid
Approach

Colgate, Grafing, and
Schenkel [Col93]

Uses brakes or dampers to
add damping

Passive component limited
to damping

Goodall [Goo89] Uses Just brakes to reflect
force- no active components

Does not have de-coupled
tangential direction

Cannot reflect an active
environment

Suffers from lost motion
Colgate, Peshkin
Wannasuphoprasit, and
Moore
[Col96 and Pes96]

Planar passive device that
uses a constraint to reflect
force in a passive manner

Cannot reflect an active
environment

Suffers from lost motion

Singularity at zero speed

Davis and Book [Dav97] Uses motors and brakes for
a haptic interface

Not an input device- instead
an input rejection device

Sakaguchi and Furusho
[Sak98]

Planar device using brakes
and motors

Brakes used as clutches or
programmable torque
limiters

Does not have de-coupled
tangential direction

Brakes do not “supply”
force- only limit it

Yoshikawa and Nagura
[Yos99]

Thimble device providing
an actuated surface

Surface does not provide
point force feedback

Surface is oriented relative
to user- not tangential to
simulated surface

Passive component cannot
be actuated.

Shi and Pai [Shi97A] Planar force-feedback
device  which used velocity
based damping

Damping is velocity based.

Does not have de-coupled
tangential direction
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Table 2-2 continued--
Research Group and
Reference

Description and
Similarities

Significant Differences
Relative to Hybrid
Approach

Miller, Colgate and
Freeman [Mil99]

The latest work from
Colgate->

Proof for determining
conditions necessary for
guaranteed stability

Based on the assumption:

"...the operator must behave
in a passive manner."
[Mill99 p. 2938]

This is actually impossible
to guarantee.  It would also
make the device strictly a
display device and not an
input device.

Figure 2-1 Goodall's purely passive joystick
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Figure 2-2 Peg-in-hole task performed with Goodall's joystick

curve

contact point

normal direction

tangential direction

Figure 2-3 De-coupled directions at contact point
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CHAPTER 3
DESIGN METHODOLOGY

Design Criteria and Human Factors Data

The first stage in designing a viable force-feedback input system is development of

desired design specifications.  Human factors data and the performance of commercially

available products were used to develop a set of reasonable criteria.

Human Factors

According to Shimoga, human fingertips can actuate at approximately 5-10 Hz., and

can sense chattering in the range of 300-400 Hz.  The fingertip force resolution is about

0.5 N.  Maximum fingertip exertion is 30-50 N for short periods and 4-7 N for sustained

periods without compromising force sensation [Shi93A].

More human factors information is available from Woodson et al.  This source states

that the hand can sense from 0.016 lb. to 4.5 lb.  The maximum force a user can exert on

a joystick type device is approximately twenty pounds in any direction [Woo92].  A

kinematic description of the wrist, hand and forearm is available from Lueke and Chai

[Lue97].  They also show us that the equivalent stiffness of a passive [relaxed] muscle is

highly non-linear.

Fox gives a description of the types of human touch receptors.  They are energy filters

that act as sensors for a small range of stimulation.  The most significant receptors for

force-feedback are mechanoreceptors, proprioceptors, and nocioreceptors.

Mechanoreceptors provide the general sensation of touch, proprioceptors provide sense
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of relative body position, and nocioreceptors provide a sense of pain when there is tissue

damage [Fox93].

Asamura et al. and Nara et al. studied the propagation of mechanical energy through

the skin and how it should affect the different types of mechanoreceptors in the skin.

Asamura et al. used an elastic model of skin and showed that it acts like a low pass filter

to filter out fine stress patterns.  The Meisner corpuscles are mechanoreceptors near the

surface of the skin, which do not suffer from as much filtering as the deeper pancini

corpuscles.  The deeper the wave goes, the more it is damped out.  The damping is

exponential. The filtering affects which mechanoreceptors can detect which frequencies

[Asa98]. In this paper they deduce that the acuteness of the touch sensation must be based

on spatial frequency components with wavelengths larger than several mm because the

surface spatial high-frequency components do not reach mechanoreceptors.  It is noted

that humans can discriminate a one-micron order difference of surface roughness of

sandpaper.

Nara et al. used an elastic membrane to stimulate the mechanoreceptors in accordance

with the previous theoretical results [Nar98].  To measure the resolution of human touch

discrimination, Shimojo’s group used an array of pins with a staggered packing factor

with placed objects underneath.  Subjects were asked to identify the surface, vertex, or

edge type.  They used pin pitches of 2mm, 3mm, and 5mm. Performance was measured

by recognition time and misidentification.  The subjects were not allowed to rub the

display. The biggest misidentifications were for vertex types [Shi97B].  Clearly the

frequency characteristics generated by surface slip greatly enhances surface recognition.
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Commercially Available Device Specifications

What is perhaps more useful than measured performance data is user reaction to

available technology.  For example the resolution of pointer devices range from 300 dpi

to 1200 dpi. User evaluation shows that anything 400 dpi and below is unacceptable

while devices with about 600 dpi are quite good.  A small workspace is tolerable if there

is high resolution and some means of relocating the virtual workspace.

Specifications of commercially available force-feedback devices have been previously

noted in Chapter 1.

Design Goal Specifications

This design differs from the other products in that it is a planar device, and utilizes

passive actuation. The most challenging design requirement is the de-coupling of normal

and tangential directions. The passive direction must always be aligned with the

tangential direction of the curve. The rotation required to achieve this alignment must

occur about the point of user contact. From the above sources of information, the design

criteria were determined.  A set of intermediate design criteria was also created for a

scaled up prototype version. The larger scale of the prototype was easier to develop. The

design goals for prototype and final versions are listed in Table 3-1.

Design Path

Two preliminary prototypes were designed and built before the final design was

conceived. These prototypes were driven with serial linkages. Each had its limitations,

and as was later realized, would require additional actuators.  The preliminary attempts

are presented here because the results of that research provide useful tools for this hybrid

project as well as force-feedback technology in general.  They also help to demonstrate

the non-trivial nature of the de-coupling problem.
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Prototype I

The first prototype was a five-bar mechanism with a rotating arm to represent the

tangential direction.  A Lagrangian approach was used to optimize the design and ensure

that it had reasonable inertial characteristics [Fea87].  The desired inertial characteristics

included a low directionality but most importantly uniformity throughout the workspace

[Che99].  A picture of the prototype is shown in Figure 3-1.

Table 3-1 Design Goal Specifications
Parameter Prototype Goals Final Design Goals

Workspace 12" diameter 6" diameter
Resolution 400 dpi > 600 dpi
Maximum
Force

2 lb. active
10 lb. passive

2 lb. active
10 lb. passive

Inertia minimal directionality throughout
workspace

minimal directionality throughout
workspace

Bandwidth 30-50 Hz actuation
600 Hz sampled

30-50 Hz actuation
600 Hz sampled

The tangential component is not shown in the picture, but would be attached where the

stylus is shown. Its orientation was to be controlled by a motor at the middle five-bar

joint. It was determined that this design could not possibly meet the de-coupling

requirement so a second design was developed.

Prototype II

The second prototype is a planar ternary mechanism similar to the devices built by

Millman [Mil93] and Cox [Cox81].  It is a symmetric mechanism that is both parallel and

serial in nature.  It has three arms consisting of two links. The end of each arm is attached

to the movable platform, a ternary link.  All joints are revolute.  On the platform, there is

one passive DOF to represent the tangent of the surface. Figure 3-2 shows the ternary

prototype.
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This prototype has a limited workspace when considering the orientations that it can

provide. Singularities occur when the lines of the links which attach to the ternary link all

intersect in a single point. At any given point within the workspace, this type of

singularity divides the workspace into two regions of reachable orientations. An

optimization was performed to select a design with the best reachable workspace

[Che01].

This design also was unable to meet the de-coupling requirement. The ternary portion

of the device can perform the required rotation about any point in the workspace, but

cannot simultaneously provide an active force for the normal direction. The platform

would be required to have both an active and passive axis perpendicular to each other.

That modification to the design would require four motors and one brake. The large

numbers of actuators complicate the control and propagate errors.

Revised Design

A simpler design was desired. The geometry of the de-coupling problem was

considered in order to derive a radically different design. The basis of the control

problem has just three components to control: the normal force, the maximum frictional

force, and the orientation. The difficulty lies in controlling the orientation about the point

of contact. Basing the design on the geometry of the control problem reduced the number

of actuator components to the minimal three.

Only two motors and one brake are required. Movement along a sliding axis is limited

by a brake. The orientation of this axis is controlled by motor driven wheels at each end.

The wheels can control the point of rotation as well as provide a normal force. The active

forces are guaranteed to be orthogonal to the sliding axis.
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A completely passive prototype was built to test this concept. Figure 3-3 shows the

purely passive prototype without motors on the wheels or brake along the sliding axis.

This initial modeling helped in the selection of axis length, wheel length, and overall

scale.

Figure 3-1 First planar prototype
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Figure 3-2 Ternary prototype

Figure 3-3 Passive model of revised design
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CHAPTER 4
PROTOTYPE I

A generic symmetric 5-bar was chosen to be the position control portion the design

because parallel mechanisms are generally stiffer than serial mechanisms.  It allows good

mechanical advantage for force control with smaller inertial effects. Figure 4-1 shows the

configuration of prototype I. The five-bar mechanism is only one portion of the device.

The direction of the passive axis must be de-coupled.  To provide a direction that is

tangent to the modeled surface, an orientable end-effector is positioned at joint 3. It was

built separately for testing purposes before the final prototype version was completed.

The workspace singularities of the five-bar define the limitations of the workspace.

There are two singularities that affect the workspace for the type of configuration

considered.  The first singularity is caused when joints 2,3, and 4 become co-linear.  The

second type of singularity occurs when joints 1,2 and 3 or 3,4, and 5 become co-linear.

This second singularity is the limit of the mechanism's reach.  The best area of workspace

is above the first singularity and below the second singularities.   The user workspace

should be symmetric.  A circular workspace uses the available area and satisfies the

criteria well.  For the first prototype, the desired workspace is taken as 12" diameter.

Figure 4-2 shows the desired workspace as a shaded circle.

The inverse dynamic analysis can be implemented by the controller to remove inertial

effects of the device; however, an optimized design is even more important for improving

the controller performance.
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Performance Measures

The mechanism inertia will be directional.  It is desirable for the perceived inertia to

be small and symmetric.  Ideally it should be the same as the tool being modeled, such as

a pen or scalpel.

Yoshikawa developed a dynamic manipulability index that reduces actuator and

inertial characteristics to a single value [Yos90].  His work is not very rigorous and does

not address directionality very well. Featherstone provides a rigorous derivation of

equivalent inertia and inverse inertia using a lei algebra equivalent to screw theory

[Fea87].  It can be quite cumbersome and only the inverse inertia can be guaranteed to

exist.  A combination of Featherstone's work and a Lagrangian approach was used to

derive quality indices.  Kane and Levison also use a Lagrangian approach and screw

algebra for their dynamics derivations [Kan85].

First the equivalent mass as seen from the actuators is derived as a matrix. The

individual elements Mi,j are calculated from the Kinetic energy k as follows:

))k/( d/dt (/ = M ijji, θθ ∂∂∂∂ && (4.1)

Here the two variables of derivation are the actuator joint angles.  The design variable

of interest is the equivalent mass as seen from the user's input.  This is given by

J   M J= T••Φ (4.2)

where J is the Jacobian.  The desired qualities are non-singular Jacobian, and an

inverse inertia with large diagonality and small directionality.  A normalized index for the
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directionality can be calculated from the eigenvalues by normalizing the difference of the

eigenvalues by their sum. The diagonality is measured by dividing the product of

diagonal terms of the mass matrix by the determinate of the mass matrix as follows:

|
+
-

| = indexlity directiona
12

12

λλ
λλ (4.3)

||

 x
   = indexy diagonalit 2,21,1

φ
φφ (4.4)

Optimization Parameters

Ideally, the interface should have no apparent inertia, or inertia equivalent to the

simulated device.  Formal expressions for the diagonality and directionality of the

equivalent inertia have previously been defined.  The symmetry and diagonality indices

are functions not only of the manipulator parameters, but also of the location of the end

effector.  The value of a given design must consider the range of values throughout the

workspace.  It is at least as important for the indices to be consistent throughout the

workspace as it is for them to be close to zero.  The design optimization is based upon

acceptable values and variances of these indices as well as the constraints of the desired

workspace size and force-reflection capability.

The system parameters are the maximum motor torque, motor inertia, end effector

mass and mass density of joint links.  The constraint parameters are minimum workspace

radius, and maximum symmetry and diagonality indices.  The variance of the indices was

minimized.
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The optimization was performed using system parameters of motors that were readily

available.  The links were designed from available aluminum stock.  The optimized

design is shown in Figure 3-1.

Control of First Prototype

Joints one and five are actuated with brakes and motors. The orientation of the

tangential axis is controlled by a single motor and motion along the tangential axis is

controlled by a single brake. The control design consists of several modes. The contact

state has an active mode and a passive mode. The typical contact state requires the active

mode where the motors supply the modeled force and brakes on joints one and five

supply damping forces. When the simulated force becomes too large for the motors to

safely reflect, the passive mode is implemented. The motors are switched off and the

brakes are used to supply the reflected force. The change into passive mode allows for the

representation of a solid wall. Other devices shut off the motors when the demands are

too great allowing the user to push straight through the wall. This can be disconcerting.

The transition between active and passive modes of the control state need not

necessarily be smooth, but the transition between contact and no contact does need to be

smooth. Damping can aid this transition and remove the instabilities seen in other

systems. Although the design tries to minimize the effect of large or unbalanced inertia,

the final stage of control should be to eliminate the perceived inertia by solving the

inverse dynamics problem.

Results and Conclusions of First Prototype Development

The non-linearity of the braking component is the root of the control problem.

Unfortunately this design did not fully solve the de-coupling requirement. The five-bar

mechanism controls position of the end-effector and the motor does control the
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orientation of the tangential axis. Unfortunately the rotation of the tangential axis does

not occur about the point of user contact. An additional design modification would be

required to limit the axis of rotation to the desired point

passive axis

1

2

3

4

5

Figure 4-1 Five-bar design
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workspacesingular curves

Figure 4-2 Singular curves and available workspace

.
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CHAPTER 5
PROTOTYPE II

Device Characteristics

Another design based upon the first was derived. Another 2-link arm was added to

give a ternary mechanism. The ternary member is the end effector or movable platform

with tangential direction of motion affixed to it. The serial links to ground are the driven

links and the serial links attached to the platform are called forearms. The passive joints

between the driven links and forearms are called elbows. Figure 5-1 shows the anatomy

of the mechanism.

The serial mechanism is both a serial and parallel device giving it characteristics of

both. Like most parallel mechanisms, the reverse kinematic analysis is much simpler than

the forward analysis. Each arm has two solutions to the reverse kinematic problem,

generating a total of eight possible solutions to the reverse problem.

Jacobian and Singularities

The singularities are easily observed by the process of deriving the Jacobian. In

deriving the Jacobian, the effect of each input is considered separately. Figure 5-2

demonstrates the process for input i. For each arm i, an equivalent four-bar mechanism or

sub-chain is created by holding the other two driven links constant. The platform must

instantaneously rotate about the intersection formed by the two forearms L1j and L1k

(see Figure 5-2). This point is a primary centro and is termed Cpi.

Instantaneously it is grounded and allows us to imagine a secondary four-bar sub-

chain.  The method of centros can be applied to the secondary four-bar mechanism to
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determine the scaling factor which is the ratio of drive rotation to platform rotation.

Figures 5-2 and 5-3 show the process of analyzing the effect of just one driven input.

Each primary centro represents an axis about which the platform rotates. These axes

form the basis of the Jacobian matrix. Each column of the Jacobian matrix is one of these

primary centro axes written in screw coordinates and multiplied by the preceding scaling

factor.  The screw coordinates of a line perpendicular to the x,y plane and passing

through point (x1,y1) is  [y1 -x1 1]T . Note that x1 and y1 have dimensions of length, but

the last entry is unitless.

If either a primary or secondary four-bar sub-chain is in a singularity, then the

mechanism is in a singularity. The singularities of this mechanism can be described by

three cases. The first two cases are singularities in the arms. The third case is a parallel

type singularity involving the entire mechanism.

Type i)

The elbow is straight at an angle of zero. This set of singularities defines the

maximum workspace in the typical manner for serial chains. Figure 5-4 shows an

example of the ternary mechanism in a type i singularity.

Type ii)

The elbow is bent back on itself at an angle of π radians. This set of singularities

creates pockets of unreachable workspace inside the maximum workspace. When the

forearm is equal in length to the driven link, this pocket of unreachable workspace is

reduced to a circular curve of singularity. Every point in the interior of the workspace

becomes reachable; however, the mechanism loses one degree of freedom. The actuator

at the offending link is free to rotate but has no effect on the motion of the platform. Each

point along the singularity curve corresponds to a singular value of platform orientation.
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Figure 5-5 shows the ternary mechanism in an example of a type ii singularity. Figure 5-6

shows curves of singularities in red dashed lines. Each one of these curves represents a

type i or ii singularity for a given arm when the orientation of the platform has zero twist

as shown. The small red circles near each base joint show the pockets of unreachable

space due to type ii singularities. The large circular arcs show the limits imposed by type

i singularities.

Type iii)

All primary centros are coincident. In general we would expect a singularity when the

primary centros are co-linear. For a mechanism in which the platform is truly ternary, the

primary centros cannot be co-linear unless they are also coincident. This is the singularity

that divides the interior of the workspace into different reachable regions. It is possible

for the mechanism to be in more than one type of singularity.

Parametric Design

Because inertial and spatial symmetry are desired, only symmetrical designs are

considered. The base and moveable platforms are equilateral triangles and the arms are

equivalent. There are eight solutions to each reverse kinematic problem, but symmetry

throughout the workspace reduces the possible configurations to two types: symmetric

and splay. The symmetric configuration requires all arms to be either elbow-up or elbow

down. The splay configuration has one elbow that is in a different solution from the other

two.  Figures 5-7 and 5-8 show the difference between splay and symmetric

configurations.

The desired workspace is the circular region in the center which does not intersect

type i or ii singularities. For this region, there are only two singular orientations. We

define singularity 1 as the singular orientation such that |J| goes from negative to positive
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as the platform is rotated clockwise. At singularity 2, |J| goes from positive to negative as

the platform rotates clockwise. These singularities divide the workspace into two usable

sub-workspaces. Plots of the surfaces representing these singularities let us define the

sub-workspaces for different reverse solutions. The orientation of the platform is φ.

For the analysis, the symmetric configuration used is elbow up. The elbow up was

arbitrarily defined by a clockwise angle from platform to base to elbow. The splay

configuration has arm b in elbow down solution with arms a and c in elbow up. Figure 5-

7 shows the mechanism in elbow-down configuration whereas Figure 5-1 shows the

mechanism in a symmetric elbow-down configuration. The arms A, B, and C are also

labeled on Figure 5-1.

Figures 5-9 and 5-10 show the singular orientations φ of the platform for the

symmetric configuration. Figures 5-11 and 5-12 show the singular orientations for the

splay configuration. The orientation φ is shown in radians. The values shown are for a

mechanism with the following parameters: forearm length = 8 units length; driven link =

7 units length; moveable platform side = 4.25 units length; and distance between driven

joints = 11 units length.

A consistent range of reachable orientations throughout the workspace is one necessity

of the design. A large range is also desirable. As expected, the symmetric configuration

gives a more consistent set of reachable orientations.

Design Results

A measure is needed to determine closeness to the type iii singularity curve. The first

attempt was the triangular area encompassed by the three primary centros. This area was

generally a good measure, but complications arise when 2 of the forearms become
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parallel. Takeda and Funabashi introduced a better measure.  Their measure is the

transmission index TI. It is based on the cosines of transmissions angle and reduces to the

minimum absolute value of the sines of the angles from the forearm to corresponding

primary centro. It is a unitless number ranging from zero to one. This research indicated

that values of TI  > 0.1 lie outside the neighborhood of singular points.

Figures 5-13 and 5-14 show the TI values for symmetric and splay configurations at

the orientation φ = 0. In this orientation, the movable platform is parallel to the base

platform.

The singularity plots show a small variation in the singular values φ for the symmetric

case only. In this symmetric configuration, singularity 1 averages 109 degrees and

singularity 2 averages 320 degrees for the given link parameters. The range of

orientations for each singularity is less than five degrees. The standard deviation of these

singular orientations is less than one degree. The plots at these average singular

orientations are shown in Figures 5-15 and 5-16 for comparison.

Quite clearly the symmetric configuration gives more consistent kinematic qualities

throughout the workspace.  Choosing the sub-workspace where |J|  > 0 allows for a

working range of 200 degrees. This is only slightly more than half a turn. Ideally the

device would be able to rotate multiple turns so that the outline of a planar object can be

traced around.  The non-linearity of the braking component gives two equivalent

orientations such that the brake axis is tangent to the modeled curve. With a range greater

than half a turn, the mechanism could be commanded to quickly rotate half a turn when

the limit of its rotational range is neared. This would create an impulsive bit of force-

feedback noise, but would allow the user to trace around an object entirely.
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The ternary mechanism generates the command rotation about the desired point. It

cannot simultaneously provide the desired force-feedback. Instead of one axis fixed to the

movable platform, two would be required. One would provide the braking force, and the

other would provide the normal force. An x,y table on top of the platform would fulfill

the requirements, but would add to the directionality of the inertia. The total number of

actuators required by this design is five, four motors and one brake.

Forward Analysis

It can be noted that the forward analysis for this type of ternary mechanism reduces to

the forward analysis of a planar ternary mechanism with three prismatic legs. The

positions of the motorized axes determine the location of the elbow for each arm. Each

forearm then becomes equivalent to a prismatic leg.

Figure 5-17 shows this intermediate form of the forward problem. Links with lengths

a41, a23, and b23 correspond to the forearms. The links with lengths a12 and b12 correspond

to two sides of the ternary member. The angle β  corresponds to π/3 for this particular

mechanism. Those are the constant parameters for the forward problem. The input

parameters to the intermediate form of the forward problem are a34, b34, and α.

The analysis that will presented next is based on a problem formulation developed by

Duffy. The notation used is described in Duffy's text [Duf80]. The equations are derived

from sine, cosine, and vector loop equations. The variables aij denote the link lengths

from joint i to joint j in polygon 1-2-3-4.  The variables bij denote the link lengths of

polygon 1-2’-3’-4. The angles θj give the angle from aij to ajk, as defined in Duffy’s text.

The angles θj’ are defined as the angle from bij to bjk.  It should also be noted that sj and cj

correspond to sin(θj) and cos(θj) respectively.
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The notation developed by Duffy provides a shorthand method of writing the

equations in such a way that clearly shows which variables are involved. The subscripts

on the letters X, Y, and Z denote which θi are present in the equations.

The first equation used for the planar quadrilateral is the cosine law of Z41 = 1/2 a23
2.

The expansion is given by

2
23

2
124141412 a ½     a ½  Z )c Y s(X a - =+++

(5.1)

Similarly the same equation is used for the other quadrilateral
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These two equations can be rearranged into the form
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Ordinarily this would lead to eight possible solutions of the forward position analysis,

but it will be proved that for this planar case, there are a maximum of six possibilities.
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The notation developed by Duffy makes it is easy to see that the coefficients defined

above are functions of θ4. Manipulating the general form of the equations gives

122111221

122111221
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ADADcABAB

BDBDsBABA

−=−
−=− (5.5)

These two equations can be combined to reveal a single equation without the variable

θ1. The corresponding equation is the output equation in terms of θ4 and known input

parameters.

2)1221(2)1221(2)1221( ADADBDBDBABA −+−=− (5.6)

To expand the equation into more meaningful terms, the following definitions from

Duffy's notation are introduced.
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First the left-hand side of the output equation is expanded.

)''()''( 4444441221 ββββ sYcXYcYsXXBABA −++=− (5.8)

ββ cXYYXsYYXXBABA )''()''( 444444441221 ++−=− (5.9)

Reducing the constituent terms simplifies the equations and helps to reduce the

corresponding order.

))(('' 43441434414434344444 −− +−=− αα cbacaassbaYYXX (510.)
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Working with the right-hand side of the output equation gives
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The above simplifications are the key to reducing the eighth order problem to a sixth

order solution.  The completed calculations are given in the addendum.
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Figure 5-1 Ternary mechanism anatomy
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Cpi

L1j

L1k

L1i

L0i arm i

Figure 5-2 Primary centro of arm i
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C2i

Cpi

Figure 5-3 Secondary centro and four-bar of arm i
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Figure 5-4 Example of type i singularity
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Figure 5-5 Example of type ii singularity
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Figure 5-6 Workspace limits due to singularities
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Figure 5-7 Symmetric configuration

Figure 5-8 Splay configuration
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φ in radians

Figure 5-9 Singularity 1 for symmetric configuration

φ in radians

Figure 5-10 Singularity 2 for symmetric configuration
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φ in radians

Figure 5-11 Singularity 1 for splay configuration

φ in radians

Figure 5-12 Singularity 2 for splay configuration
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Figure 5-13 TI of symmetric configuration at φ = 0
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Figure 5-14 TI of splay configuration at φ = 0
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Figure 5-15 TI of symmetric configuration at φ = 109 degrees

Figure 5-16 TI of symmetric configuration for φ = 320 degrees
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Figure 5-17 Intermediate form of forward analysis
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CHAPTER 6
HYBRID SYSTEM DESIGN

System Overview

The performance of a force-feedback device is dependent on the entire system. The

bilateral nature of the problem includes the user as a major portion of the system that can

be difficult to model. The user applies a force and is simultaneously affected by the force

reflected.

There are four fundamental subsystems in the force-feedback system. The mechanism,

controller, and curve simulation subsystems must all be designed to function with each

other as well as the user. Although there is a great deal of variability and uncertainty

about the user parameters, a large amount of human factors research that has been

conducted on various populations provides us with good guidelines. The interaction of

the subsystems is described in table format as shown in Table 6-1. Figure 6-1 shows a

graphical description of the relation between these systems.

The timing diagram is a useful design that demonstrates the time scale of the various

processes.  Based upon the criteria developed with human factors data, it is necessary to

actuate the force control loop at greater than 10 Hz.  This is faster than most humans can

actuate an input device.  To control force sensation at the skin level, a controlled

bandwidth of 200 - 400 Hz. is generally required.  This is beyond the capabilities of the

selected components and the design goal.  There will be small vibrations felt at the skin

level at the 35 Hz. loop closure goal, but this is fast enough to provide adequate force-

reflection to the nerves that sense muscle tension. The ATI nano force/torque sensor has a
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Table 6-1 Hybrid Subsystems
Subsystem Inputs/Outputs Description
User INPUTS: some desired task

allows the user to originate the
desired path/ position command

OUTPUT: applies force to
mechanism to achieve desired
position/path required by the task.

This is the least defined part of
the system.

The user senses constraint forces
and motion as feedback

Mechanism INPUTS: Forces from user as
well as motors and brake

OUTPUTS: Motion is generated
as the result of the applied forces.
Force is also reflected to the user.

The mechanism acts as a force-
summing junction. It contains
many subsystems.

Physical constraints resolve force
into normal and tangential
directions.

The ball joint at the point of user
input prohibits torque from being
applied by or reflected to the user.

The force/torque sensor gives
force feedback in
normal/tangential  (NT)
coordinates.

VE Modeler INPUTS: Position is read as
encoder counts from wheel
rotations and travel along the
tangential axis.

OUTPUTS: Fndesired, Ftlim, φdesired
= modeled normal force,
maximum frictional force, and
orientation of modeled surface
tangent.

This modeler uses the bead on a
wire approach described in
Chapter I.

Controller INPUTS: Fndesired, Ftlim, φdesired =
modeled normal force, maximum
frictional force, and orientation of
modeled surface tangent.

OUTPUTS: Commanded wheel
and brake torque (τ1 , τ2,  & τb)

Inertial properties of the user are
unknown and somewhat
unmeasurable--no inverse
dynamical analysis is performed.
The orientation loop is closed
much faster than the force loop.
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sampling rate of 295 Hz with standard serial communication.  A faster rate is available

with parallel port option, but this should not be necessary.  The desired orientation

control rate is 500 Hz. The encoder read rate is much faster and is not shown in the

timing diagram because of scale considerations. The timing diagram for desired control

rates is shown in Figure 6-2.

Mechanism Design

Two wheels are used as non-holonomic constraints to de-couple the normal and

tangential directions. As long as slippage does not occur, the motors can only affect the

force in the normal direction, and the orientation of the axle. The passive direction is

along the direction of the axle. To minimize risk of injury and limit force reflection to

point force contact, a magnetic ball joint attaches the stylus to the device. This will also

protect the force/torque sensor from excessive torque.  The point of user contact is

located at the height of the wheel axis.

To keep the device upright, rolling ball supports are mounted on the chassis.  A close-

up of one support is shown in Figure 6-3. These supports were to also serve as hard stops

for workspace definition. The device is to be run on a smooth surface surrounded by a

short stop.  The tangential axis is formed by a spline and bearing. The force/torque sensor

is mounted between the bearing and user ball joint. This tangential axis is driven by a

brake through a low friction, zero-backlash chain drive.

Figures 6-4 and 6-5 show two renderings of the device; the overall design and the

splined brake axis. The rendering of the overall design does not show the brake drive for

clarity. Some parts have been rendered as transparent. The renderings are provided to

show the close up detail. A photo of the original design is provided in Figure 6-6.  The

device is shown in its workspace with rubber surface.  The scale of the device can be
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realized by noting that the chassis is eighteen inches long and the wheels are four inches

in diameter. The stylus is pen-sized.

Component Selection

The necessary components include drive, actuator and position sensing components

for two active axes and one passive axis.  A force-sensing component is required to

measure the force at the user input location.

The drive components chosen for the active axes were scooter wheels.  These wheels

were selected for their small size and vinyl gripping surface.  The drive on the brake axis

is a "Min-E-Pitch" system of Delrin cogs and vinyl coated ladder chain. This drive

provides zero backlash and low friction.

A small hysteresis brake was chosen as the actuator for the passive axis for several

reasons. The force supplied by friction brakes depends on relative motion. Eddy current

brakes supply no force at zero speed and magnetic particle exhibit poor stability and

repeatability. Electro-rheological fluid brakes are a promising possibility and might be

used in subsequent designs, although they tend to exhibit high drag torque [Lit94 and

Pin94].  The one drawback of using a hysteresis brake is the potential for cogging

generated by the residual magnetism when the brake is quickly de-energized.  This

residual magnetism affects the consistency of the drag force, but more importantly it can

even behave in an active manner when the brake is re-energized.  In this way the brake

can act as a motor.  An example of this behavior is shown in a movie  (MPEG Video- 450

Kbytes) of the brake axis.  This behavior can be minimized with appropriate control

strategies described later.

Motor and gearing selection for the active axes was driven by size, weight, and

accuracy concerns. Even with the small wheel diameter of 2 inches, backlash had to be
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limited to five arc-minutes in order maintain a reasonable resolution. A minimum of sixty

oz-in torque is needed to supply the desired normal force. A combination of motor and

gearbox in the NEMA 17 standard size was chosen. The motors provide a maximum of

sixty-four oz-in torque with peak power of 282 Watts.  The maximum continuous torque

and power are  fifteen oz-in and forty-seven Watts.  A zero-backlash gearbox unit with a

3:1 ratio and maximum 163 oz-in. output torque was selected.  Unfortunately the

specified gearbox unit was not available is no longer manufactured.  The device performs

without gearing, but replacement gearing is still being sought.  Unfortunately most of the

available anti-backlash gearing capable of transmitting the desired torque is prohibitively

large and heavy.

The selected motors have encoders integrated in line. An encoder with low inertia and

1000 counts-per-revolution was selected for the sliding axis. The force sensor was an ATI

Nano 3/1 model. It can sense three pounds in the x and y directions and five pounds in

the vertical direction.  It can withstand eighty pounds in the x and y direction and 180

pounds in the vertical direction.  The maximum allowable torque is twenty-two lb.-in.

This model has a very fine force resolution of 0.05 oz in the x and y directions and 0.1 oz

in the vertical direction.  The sensor also provides torque information, but that is not used

with this device as it only reflects point force.  A close-up of the force sensor mounted at

the user input point location can be seen in Figure 6-7.

Calibration

Calibration is generally one of the most difficult tasks in controlling a force-feedback

user input device. For glove type devices, it is especially difficult because it has to be

calibrated for each individual user. The first prototype required calibration of one

assembly parameter, three angles, and one linear axis. The second prototype required
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calibration of three assembly parameters, three angles and two linear axes. A second set

of encoders on the elbows was considered to speed up the forward analysis calculations.

These would have to be calibrated as well, but type i singularities were to be used. During

general operation, hard stops would be employed to avoid type i singularities, but for

calibration, the hard stops would be removed and the two opposing arms would be driven

while the calibrating arm would be stretched into a singularity. This would guarantee an

angle of zero degrees.

In addition to reducing the number of actuators required to control the device, the new

design has a distinct advantage in simplifying the calibration technique. There are only

two assembly parameters that need to be calibrated. The first assembly parameter that

needs to be calibrated is the distance between the two wheels. The second assembly

parameter that needs to be calibrated is the distance from the first hard stop on the sliding

axis to the closest wheel. For convenience, the left sliding stop is chosen.  These

assembly parameters only need to be calibrated after each assembly. The sliding axis

needs to be set to the left stop each time the encoders are reset.

The calibration procedure for determining assembly parameters requires a stiff frame

to hold the user input point stationary while the device is rotated.  First the slider axis is

moved to the left stop and the user input point is fixed.  To ensure that the device only

has a rotational degree of freedom about this point, the brake is used to lock the sliding

axis.  The device is slowly rotated about the input point by hand.  The relative travel of

each wheel is recorded.  Then the user point is fixed about a point away from the left hard

stop and the relative travel of each wheel is again recorded as the device is rotated about

this new location.  The distance away from the hard stop is measured with the encoder on
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the brake axis.  Figures 6-8 and 6-9 show an overhead view of the calibration setup and a

close-up of the secured input point.

Other device parameter measurements that must be considered are the drive parameter

of wheel diameter and cog diameter.  With the current encoder setup, the resolution error

for determining wheel diameter is slightly greater than 0.001 inches.  This is no more

accurate than caliper measurement.  For the brake axis, the manufacturer's pitch specified

pitch diameter is assumed to be accurate.
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Symbol Key

f generalized forces
τ1 & τ2 motor torque
τb brake torque
φdes orientation of tangent
Fn normal force
Ftmax surface resistance

= µ x Fn

                 MECHANISM

V.E. Model

(Curve)

CONTROLLER

Σf

F/T

user force

φdes, Fn, Ftmax

τ1,τ2, τb

motion

 &

Mechanism
Dynamics

User

Figure 6-1 Conceptual system diagram
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generate force command
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generate orientation command

Figure 6-2 Timing diagram

Figure 6-3 Ball support
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Figure 6-4 Over-all chassis design
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Figure 6-5 Brake axis close-up
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Figure 6-6 Original hybrid design

Figure 6-7 Force sensor mounted on splined bearing
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Figure 6-8 Overhead view of calibration
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Figure 6-9 Close-up view of calibration setup
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CHAPTER 7
SIMULATION AND CONTROLLER SUBSYSTEMS

The previous chapter described the overall system and the design of the mechanism

subsystem.  Some human factors data describing the user subsystem was presented in

chapter 3.  This chapter provides detailed information on the simulation and controller

subsystems.

Simulation Subsystem

NURBS curves were chosen as the basic element of the simulation because it is the

standard for design work.  NURBS stands for non-uniform rational B spline.  It has

become the standard for design work because it has so many useful properties.  The can

represent quadratic forms precisely.  First an introduction to the mathematical concepts of

NURBS is presented along with descriptions of the more useful properties.  Then a

discussion of the simulation development follows.

The mathematical components that define a NURBS curve are weighted control points

and an associated knot vector.  The parametric variable of the curve is usually

represented by u.  These curves are an extension of the B-spline.  The value of the curve

at u is given by the definition of
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Here Pi represents the control point i and wi is its associated weight.  Bi,k(u) is the

appropriate B spline bassis function of degree k-1.  A complete definition of B-spline

basis functions is given in The NURBS Book [Pie99] along with useful programming

algorithms.  The basis functions are piecewise polynomial.  These curves are usually

continuous depending on knot multiplicity.  Other important properties include affine

invariance and strong convex hull properties.  The affine invariance means that a curve

can be translated and rotated simply by performing these operations on the set of control

points.

The convex hull property means that the curve is bounded by the polygon formed by

its associated control points for that span.  This property was the basis of the first force-

feedback simulation.  The first simulation implemented here was a simple spring

penetration model.  If curve penetration occurred, then the normal force was proportional

to the penetration distance by the given spring constant.  The maximum frictional force

was then proportional to the normal for by µs if velocity along the curve was zero or µk if

there was motion along the curve.  This is the friction model of static and kinetic friction.

The simulation was written for third order NURBS curves that were closed.  This

guaranteed provided that portions of the curve would lie within the convex hull of a

quadrilateral polygon.  The third order NURBS curve was read in from a file.  A routine

was then used to order the control points of each span in clockwise order.  The function

inpoly was used to determine the potential for curve penetration. If the user point was not

within the control polygon, no further calculation was necessary.  The function inpoly

returns true if the point (x,y) is inside the polygon described by the points (xp[i],yp[i]).

The assumptions are that the control points are in clockwise order and that the
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quadrilaterals are convex.  Another routine reduces them to a convex polygon if they

aren't. The inputs are:

npol = # of points in polygon
   xp = array of x values
   yp = array of y values
   x = x value of the point
   y = y value of the point

The function is shown below

int inpoly (int npol, GLfloat *xp, GLfloat *yp, GLfloat x, GLfloat y){
  int i, j, c = 0;

  for (i=0, j = npol -1;i<npol; j = i++){
    if ((((yp[i] <= y) && (y < yp[j])) ||

 ((yp[j] <= y) && (y < yp[i]))) &&
(x < (xp[j] - xp[i]) * (y - yp[i])/(yp[j] - yp[i]) + xp[i]))

      c = !c;
  }
  return c;
}

 If the user point is within the control polygon, the point is then projected onto the

curve.  The cross product is taken of the vector from user point to projected point and the

vector tangent to the curve at the projected point.  The tangent direction is defined by

derivative of the curve in a positive sense.  This scheme was first implemented with the

ternary prototype seen in Figures 7-1 and 7-2.

The previous simulation was very simple and efficient, but could not guarantee

passivity because it contained no damping.  The discontinuity between the contact state

and no contact state provides the potential for instability.  Another control scheme was

implemented that always projected the user point to the closest point on the curve.  There

was no modeled contact without curve penetration, but the normal and tangential
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directions were important to the control of the mechanism.  The input device is always

controlled so that its normal and tangential directions align with the normal and

tangential directions of the closest point to the curve.  This eliminates large

discontinuities in orientation as contact is made.  It also allows for the reduction of

perceived inertia in free space.  The previous control method did not command any force

without contact.  The user had to back-drive the actuators.  Now a force of zero is

commanded so that less exertion is required.  Like the simulations of Metaxes and Qin,,

mass was neglected to simplify and speed up the calculations.

Controller Subsystem

The simulation and control is run on a 350 MHz Pentium II running Linux. A PCI

carrier card handles communications with an encoder counter card, digital to analog

converter (DAC), and a multi-function ADI/O card. The ADI/O card is able to handle

digital signals from limit switches and the user input button. The DAC has 12 bit isolated

bipolar output of 10V. The settling time for the DAC is 13 µs.  The encoder counter is 16

bits wide with overflow interrupt so that an infinite software counter can be maintained.

The maximum read frequency of the counter is 1.3 MHz.

Under the Linux operating system, direct access to the hardware from user-space

programs is not available. A multi-faceted driver was developed to control the PCI bridge

card and all the related plug-in cards. This driver module must be inserted into the kernel

before any user programs attempt to interact with the force-feedback device.  Physical

simulations that the device would control require the floating point operations that are

only available from user-space programs.
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The system diagram shows that the user-space code should generate values for the

commanded orientation, normal force, and maximum frictional force. It receives position

and health status information as input. This is the interface that any given simulation

would require. Another layer of control is required at the user-space level to provide this

functionality. A library of routines is provided to translate these values into the control

variables required by the hardware driver. Only the most basic functionality has been

implemented by the driver. Polled communication between the driver and library is

sufficient for the required bandwidth of this simulation.

The hysteresis brake is controlled with bipolar current to eliminate cogging effects.

Hysteresis brakes exhibit cogging because of the residual magnetism induced when the

current is suddenly switched off. The suggested control strategy requires the current to be

reduced over no less than one half revolution. This causes the induced magnetism to

oscillate in polarity as it is reduced. Unfortunately this is not an acceptable technique for

the input device.  The distance corresponding to one half revolution is greater than one

inch.   Decreasing the current even over a short distance would induce a sticky sensation.

Bipolar current allows a similar demagnetization at a faster time scale. Instead of

reducing the current over a significant portion of revolution, a quickly alternating pulse

with decreasing amplitude is sent through the brake. The demagnetizing frequency is

faster than the brake's response frequency. This demagnetizing pulse is utilized when the

brake current drops to less than ten percent of its most recent maximum.  A single op-

amp with current feedback provides up the required 0.1 amp. current at 24 V.
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The servomotors are controlled with the aid of the manufacturer's controllers. These

controllers are able to reduce the torque ripple at low speeds by constantly calculating the

proper current-voltage phasing.

The controller consists of the portion of the CPU devoted to controlling the hardware

as well as the power supplies and breakout boxes.  Figure 7-3 shows that the bulk of the

electronics was placed in a rack underneath the input device.  To isolate the ribbon cables

from RF interference, the PC was placed next to the rack and away from the monitor.

The force sensor has a MUX box that is attached to the frame.  It is visible just beneath

the motor amps.  The signal from the MUX box is then processed in the sensor's

controller which can be seen on top of the electronics rack.

Figure 7-4 shows a control diagram giving the decoupled force control law.  The

simulation determines φdes and Fndes, the desired orientation and normal force.  The

orientation is controlled with proportional control.  Originally proportional plus

derivative control was used, but the resolution of the encoders was too poor to obtain

reasonable velocity signals.  For this same reason, the damping of the simulation was also

removed.  To determine the portion of the force command signal for normal force

control, the desired normal force is multiplied by the gain for the right motor.  The

proportional control for the orientation is added to this signal to give Frcom, the

commanded force for the right wheel.  The commanded force for the left wheel is derived

from the force law in equation 7-2.  For clarity, the previously described control law for

the tangential axis is not shown.

Frcom + Flcom = Fndes (7-2)
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Figure 7-1 Early simulation with input from ternary prototype
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Figure 7-2 Early simulation with control polygon

Figure 7-3 Controller locaton
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Symbol Key
slide distance from left wheel to user point
(Px,Py) user point location
φm measured angle
φdes desired angle
Fndes desired normal force
Kpφ proportional angle gain
Frcom commanded right force
Flcom commanded left force

Fndes
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Frcom

Fndes
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V.E. Simulation

(Curve)

Σ
φdes
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φerr

Kpφ

φm

slide
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Figure 7-4 Control diagram
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CHAPTER 8
MODIFICATIONS, RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

Initial Response and Modifications

Originally the chassis was designed as aluminum plate and then as two flat bars in

front and back connected by motor mount plates. This configuration proved to be too

flexible and the bars were replaced with short angles.  The wooden hard stop appeared to

be inadequate so a well-defined workspace frame was built with PVC bumper around the

edges to act as a softer hard stop. The frame of the workspace was also used to suspend

the motor amplifiers and cabling to the device. The cables are tethered elastically to avoid

interference with the device.  The amplifiers should be mounted vertically for optimal

cooling and should be in view so that the status LEDs can be seen.  To ensure good

mechanical grounding, large rubber suction cups were used to secure it to the worktable.

A rendering of this frame design is shown in Figure 8-1.

Because the drag force felt along the tangential axis was so great, the cog diameters

were increased.  The position resolution along the sliding axis is still greater than 800

DPI.  This reduced the drag friction somewhat, but unfortunately most of the drag along

this axis was due to the large force pre-load on the splined bearing.  An alternative design

which might yield less drag would be two parallel non-splined shafts with linear bearings.

All corners were rounded and to further reduce the possibility of injury, the angle edges

were protected with rubber coating. Originally the spline was mounted with plastic

blocks.  These were replaced with aluminum.  The final version of the hybrid device can
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be seen in use in Figure 8-2.  It can be used by left and right handed individuals with

equal ease.  The total device weight is six pounds.

The surface of the workspace is very important to the performance of the device.

There should be substantial friction between the drive wheels and the surface to ensure

that no slippage occurs.  Slippage causes lost motion and misorientation.  Originally an

1/8" sheet of FDA approved BUNA rubber was chosen.  The rubber did provide good

traction for the drive wheels, but unfortunately it was also compliant.  The ball supports

pressed into the sheeting and tended to drag it instead of gliding over the top.  Several

other materials were evaluated.  The calibration procedure was performed on the FDA

rubber, painted aluminum, and matte finished polycarbonate film.  Results of these

calibration procedures can be seen in Figures 8-3, 8-4, and 8-5.  The results are graphed

separately because some of the calibrations were performed after different assemblies.

Each time the device is re-assembled, the parameters may change slightly.

Because the calibration was performed slowly, the results with the rubber surface were

adequate, but the mechanism doesn't move well if much vertical force is applied.  The

painted aluminum surface was entirely inadequate.  Only six calibration runs were

performed with this material because the slippage was readily apparent.  Both the

polycarbonate and neoprene surfaces showed promise.  The polycarbonate sheeting was

not compliant and the ball supports easily glided on the surface.  In addition to the results

shown in the scatter graphs, Table 8-1 compares the calibration error and standard

deviation.  The polycarbonate surface performs well here for the same reasons it performs

well with mechanical mice.
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Table 8-1 Calibration Results
Material BUNA Rubber Painted

Aluminum
Polycarbonate

number of runs 10 6 10
average wheel base error 0.43% 3.00% 0.30%
average offset error 0.93% 4.30% 0.81%
standard deviation of
wheel base error

0.065" 0.375" 0.038"

standard deviation of
offset error

0.028" 0.131" 0.023"

Results

A few qualitative observations can be made about the performance of the system. The

motor controller does synchronize the current to rotor position in order to minimize

cogging at low speeds. After reducing the noise in the wiring, no cogging was felt when

the motors were driven in torque mode.  Cogging of the hysteresis brake has been

reduced to unnoticeable levels thanks to a control strategy developed by Chesney

[Che95].  When the braking force needs to be reduced below thirty percent of the largest

applied brake force, it receives a short oscillating, damped current that reverses the

polarity of stator poles quickly. No appreciable change in braking force can be felt by the

user.

The performance parameters have been evaluated for comparison to other force-

feedback devices and the original design goals. These comparisons are presented in

Tables 8-2 and 8-3.  The most basic of these parameters is the workspace.  The planar

workspace is larger than a typical mouse pad, providing a sufficiently large range of

motion.  This device has the advantage of full rotational range of mobility.  The joystick

can be used to trace around the entire circumference of a small virtual object. The one

range of motion that is severely limited is the tangential travel. The tangential travel is
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limited to 3.9 inches. This represents the distance along the curve that the user can trace.

The largest circle a user can completely trace has a diameter of just over one inch.  A

larger tangential axis increases the difficulty of orienting the device.

Table 8-2 Force-Feedback Comparison
Trait Commercial Force-Feedback

Devices
Hybrid

Workspace
PhANTOM:                5" x 7" x 10"
Impulse Engine:          5" x 9" x 9"
Perforce:                     4" x  4" x 4"

limited by slide distance of
3.9 inches

Resolution
PhANTOM:                800 DPI
Impulse Engine:         1100 DPI
Per-force:                   3200 DPI

325 DPI plus drift concerns

Max Force
PhANTOM                1.9 lb.
Impulse Engine          2 lb.
Per-force                    motors 30 oz-in

4 lb. instantaneous, 15 oz
continuous

Backdrive
Friction

PhANTOM:               0.15 oz
Impulse Engine:        <0.5 oz
Per-force:                  unavailable

approximately 3 oz.

Inertia
PhANTOM:      < 75 g perceived
Impulse Engine:        unavailable
Per-force:                  unavailable

300 g along sliding axis

Bandwidth
PhANTOM:               unavailable
Impulse Engine:          650 Hz
Per-force:                   unavailable

100 Hz. force-feedback

Degrees of
Freedom

PhANTOM:            3 force-feedback
Impulse Engine:     3 force-feedback
Per-force3b            6 force-feedback

2 de-coupled force-feedback

Resolution is an important consideration for such high precision tasks as virtual

surgery.  The slider axis has a resolution of 800 DPI which is acceptable.  Unfortunately

the wheeled axes have very poor resolution.  The specified 2000 counts per revolution

included the additional resolution given by quadrature.  The 300 DPI is just barely

acceptable, but would be even lower if gearing was in use.  These motors are available

with encoders of 4000 counts per revolution considering quadrature.  If the 3:1 gearing is

employed, additional encoders would need to be installed in order to give sufficient
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resolution.  In addition to considering the resolution of the encoders, the travel of the

device was measured with a dial indicator for a distance of 0.350" where both wheels

turned an equal number of counts.  The error was 0.005".  This is greater than the

resolution given by encoder counts which is 0.003".

Table 8-3 Design Goal Specifications
Parameter Prototype Goals Final Design Goals Hybrid Design

Workspace 12" diameter 6" diameter > 12" x 12"; but
tangential  motion
limited to 3.9"

Resolution 400 dpi > 600 dpi 325 dpi
Maximum Force 2 lb. active

10 lb. passive
2 lb. active
10 lb. passive

4 lb. instantaneous,
15 oz continuous;
Did not implement
passive resistance in
normal direction.
The greatest
coefficient of
friction µ = 0.6

Inertia minimal
directionality
throughout
workspace

minimal
directionality
throughout
workspace

Directionality is
consistent
throughout the
workspace.
Perceived inertia is
removed from the
normal direction

Bandwidth 30-50 Hz actuation
600 Hz sampled

30-50 Hz actuation
600 Hz sampled

Force-feedback is
sampled at 100 Hz
and actuated at 100
Hz.

One consideration in judging the resolution is the propagation of drift.  There is not a

one-to-one correspondence between encoder counts and device position.  The relation is

based on the order in which the motions occur.  The translation between encoder

coordinates and workspace coordinates must be performed on a differential basis.  The
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small error that arises from this translation depends on the speed of the device and the

bandwidth that the translation takes place.

The original goals for maximum force were built on the assumption that brakes would

be used in the normal direction as well.  It would be possible to install brakes on the

normal axis to provide this option, but it was not necessary to demonstrate the reflection

of static friction.  The maximum active force is limited by two factors, the maximum

power and the maximum continuous brake power.  The motors can provide a total of four

pounds force for short time, but they will over-heat if they are run at over 47 Watts for a

significant amount of time.  The continuous power rating allows them to reflect almost

one pound force.

The backdrive friction was larger than expected.  The pre-load on the splined bearing

is the largest contributing factor.  The force required to initiate motion along the sliding

axis was approximately 3 oz.  This is a significant percentage of what the brake can

provide.  The sliding drag is presumed to be significantly less.  This friction not only

causes free space to feel less free, but it also masks the frictional properties of the curve.

Even with this frictional noise, the difference in frictional properties along the curve was

noticeable.

Unfortunately the inertia perceived by the user is somewhat directional.  Ideally the

user would sense an inertia equivalent to the tool being simulated, such as a scalpel or a

wrench.  The user feels the inertia of the stylus in all directions, but the extra inertia of

moving parts along the brake axis is also reflected.  This includes the bearing, chain

drive, force/torque sensor and brake inertia.  The inertia of the encoder is insignificant.

The overall inertia of the device is removed from the user's sense in the normal direction
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because the control strategy minimizes it.  A motor could be used along the tangential

axis to remove perceived inertia.  Although the inertia is somewhat directional, it is

completely consistent throughout the workspace.  This was the driving design

consideration in previous optimizations.

There were some unexpected results in the category of bandwidth.  The force sensor

was supposed to provide data at 295 Hz.  A serial process was run in the background so

that other calculations would not interfere with the force sampling.  The data was only

collected at a frequency of 100 Hz.  Even when no other functions were being performed,

the sampling rate was still only 100 Hz.  This might be due to noise in the serial line and

the lack of hardware flow control.  The force sampling rate was acceptable for initial

trials, but a higher rate can be achieved with a parallel communication upgrade to the

force sensor.  Because the sensing bandwidth is limited to 100 Hz, the normal force

command loop is also limited to 100 Hz.  The controller checks that the force data has

been refreshed before it uses it to command another iteration of force control.

The bandwidth of the display loop was limited to 100 Hz.  Display is not necessary for

force-reflection and the simulation runs at a much higher rate without it.  When the full

simulation is being performed, the display does not track all portions of the curve

properly anyway.  The bandwidth of the orientation loop must be several times faster

than the force control loop.  This orientation loop does not run quickly enough when the

display is shown.

Future Work

The device has been designed built and implemented.  The typical parameters have

been measured and compared to other available devices and the original design goals, but

the real test of an input device is how it performs with the intended user population.
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To demonstrate the effectiveness of this hybrid device, a set of experiments has been

devised. The proposed experiments have been submitted to the University Internal

Review Board (UFIRB) for approval. Because this research requires human participation,

the experiments must be approved before any data may be collected.  The following

experiment has been approved for general research, but not for inclusion in a thesis or

dissertation.

The participants are required to probe a test NURBS curve and report which section of

the curve has a higher coefficient of friction. The stylus is equipped with a single button

that is used to select the portion of the curve which is slickest. The test program records

the time for task completion and the accuracy of the user's selection.  To minimize risk to

participants, force and torque are limited by a magnetic quick disconnect.

The ability to reflect static friction in the planar case has been demonstrated.  The

performance of the device was adequate to display differences in frictional properties

along the curve.  The resolution and drag force are unacceptable poor for such high

precision tasks as virtual surgery.  The performance is quite acceptable for entertainment

and other less demanding applications.

Future Research

Extending this technology into three dimensions is the next logical step. A wheeled

device is not feasible for this application, but the same technology developed for this

device can be applied to the three dimensional case. A more reasonable approach for the

three dimensional case would be to attach a hybrid mechanism to six D.O.F. base such as

a platform. The platform can provide the proper positioning of the hybrid about the user

input point. The hybrid device can reflect force in the corresponding normal and

tangential directions.
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A curve has one normal direction and one tangential direction. A surface has one

normal direction and one tangential plane.  This requires one motor and at least one brake

for the hybrid portion of the device. If the surface friction is uniform in all directions, the

hybrid portion of the device can be designed to use only one brake axis. The brake axis

will be rotated by the base device so that it is always aligned with the portion of user

force that lies in the tangential plane.

Figure 8-1 Frame for joystick workspace
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Figure 8-2 Finished hybrid input device

Assembly Parameters for Calibration on  1/8" FDA
BUNA Rubber
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Figure 8-3 Scatter graph of calibration on BUNA rubber
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Assembly Parameters for Calibration on Painted 
Aluminum
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Figure 8-4 Scatter graph of calibration on aluminum
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Figure 8-5 Scatter graph of calibration on polycarbonate
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APPENDIX A
DETAILED FORWARD ANALYSIS OF TERNARY MECHANISM

The complete forward analysis is presented here in this appendix. As proven earlier,

the output equation is a sixth order polynomial. The following Maple session shows the

derivation of each coefficient of in the output polynomial.  Please reference Figure 5-17

for the intermediate form of the forward problem solved here. The output equation is in

terms of θ4 and known parameters.  Commentary is provided in plain single-spaced text.

Maple input is shown in italic.  Maple output is shown in boldface.

Forward Analysis for ternary mechanism with 3, 2-link arms:
The notation follows Dr. Duffy's notation developed in 1980
and the text, and p will stand for '.
For example Z4' must be represented as Z4p.
The analysis proceeds in the Maple mathematical software.

Overall, the 2 equations in the form

                          Ai s1 + Bi c1 = Di

give the single equation in theta 4
> restart;
> (A1*B2-A2*B1)^2=(D1*A2-D2*A1)^2+(D1*B2-D2*B1)^2;

                       2                  2                  2
        (A1 B2 - A2 B1)  = (D1 A2 - D2 A1)  + (D1 B2 - D2 B1)

This equation will eventually be broken down into 3 parts.
Right now, we look at the right hand side.

> expand((D1*A2-D2*A1)^2 + (D1*B2-D2*B1)^2);

    2   2                     2   2     2   2
  D1  A2  - 2 D1 A2 D2 A1 + D2  A1  + D1  B2  - 2 D1 B2 D2 B1

             2   2
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         + D2  B1

> algsubs(A1^2+B1^2=2*Z4,");

                                       2   2     2   2       2
    -2 D1 A2 D2 A1 - 2 D1 B2 D2 B1 + D1  A2  + D1  B2  + 2 D2  Z4

> algsubs(A2^2+B2^2=2*Z4p,");

                                             2          2
        -2 D1 B2 D2 B1 - 2 D1 A2 D2 A1 + 2 D2  Z4 + 2 D1  Z4p

This will be broken down into the following 2 parts
> RHS1 = 2*D1^2*Z4p+2*D2^2*Z4;

                                2          2
                     RHS1 = 2 D2  Z4 + 2 D1  Z4p

> RHS2 = -2*D1*D2*(B2*B1+A2*A1);

                   RHS2 = -2 D1 D2 (B2 B1 + A2 A1)

This then gives LHS -RH1 -RHS2 = 0 as our next equation.
After the tan half angle substitution, It will become
(1+x^2)^3 * ( LHS -RH1 -RHS2 ) = 0

This should give a 6th degree polynomial in x.  That will
give 6 unique roots.

In general, each term (LHS, RHS1, and RHS2)  will have 7
types of terms:
   c4^3,  c4^2,  c4,  c4^2*s4, c4*s4,  s4, and constant

There is still much work to follow.  Here is the general
outline.  Definitions of the terms in LHS, RHS1, and RHS2
will be given.
New constants will be defined as needed to simplify the
calculations.  The terms LHS, RHS1, and RHS2  will be
calculated in
terms of the givens, and c4,s4.  The terms Ei - Ji will
then be determined.  The last step will be to determine the
coefficients to
the equation,  k0..k6.   After this general case has been
presented, the symetric case will be assessed.
Numerical examples will then be performed.

Begin Basic definitions:
(Let beta = 60 degrees)
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ca := cos(alpha); sa := sin(alpha);
cb := cos(beta); sb :=sin(beta);
X4, Y4, Z4, X4', Y4',  and  Z4':

> X4 := a34*s4;

                             X4 := a34 s4

> Y4:=-(a41+a34*c4);

                         Y4 := -a41 - a34 c4

> Z4:=a41^2/2+a34^2/2+a41*a34*c4;

                             2          2
                Z4 := 1/2 a41  + 1/2 a34  + a41 a34 c4

The definitions of  the theta4', theta1':
         theta4' = theta4 + alpha
         theta1' = theta1 - beta

> c4p:=ca*c4-sa*s4;

                         c4p := ca c4 - sa s4

> s4p:=s4*ca+c4*sa;

                         s4p := s4 ca + c4 sa

> X4p:=b34*s4p;

                      X4p := b34 (s4 ca + c4 sa)

> Y4p:=-(a41+b34*c4p);

                  Y4p := -a41 - b34 (ca c4 - sa s4)

> Z4p:=a41^2/2+b34^2/2+a41*b34*c4p;

                       2          2
         Z4p := 1/2 a41  + 1/2 b34  + a41 b34 (ca c4 - sa s4)

Now, the equation coefficients A1, B1, D1, A2, B2, and D2
> A1:=X4;

                             A1 := a34 s4

> B1:=Y4;
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                         B1 := -a41 - a34 c4

> D1:=collect(collect(expand((a41^2/2+a12^2/2+Z4)/a12)
,s4),c4);

                                       2
                                    a34    a41 a34 c4
                D1 := 1/2 a12 + 1/2 ---- + ----------
                                    a12       a12

> A2 :=collect(collect(expand(X4p*cb+Y4p*sb),s4),c4);

  A2 := (b34 cb sa - sb b34 ca) c4 + (b34 cb ca + sb b34 sa) s4

         - sb a41

A2 = b34* sin(theta4 + alpha -beta) -sin(beta)*a41
> B2:=collect(collect(expand(-X4p*sb+Y4p*cb),s4),c4);

  B2 := (-sb b34 sa - b34 cb ca) c4 + (b34 cb sa - sb b34 ca) s4

         - cb a41

> D2:=collect(collect(expand(-
a41^2/2+a12^2/2+Z4p)/a12,s4),c4);

                                                   2          2
            a41 b34 ca c4   a41 b34 sa s4   1/2 a12  + 1/2 b34
      D2 := ------------- - ------------- + -------------------
                 a12             a12                a12

> RHS1 = 2*D1^2*Z4p+2*D2^2*Z4;

           /                                       2          2\2
           |a41 b34 ca c4   a41 b34 sa s4   1/2 a12  + 1/2 b34 |
  RHS1 = 2 |------------- - ------------- + -------------------|
           \     a12             a12                a12        /

                2          2
        (1/2 a41  + 1/2 a34  + a41 a34 c4) + 2

        /                 2             \2
        |              a34    a41 a34 c4|
        |1/2 a12 + 1/2 ---- + ----------|
        \              a12       a12    /

                2          2
        (1/2 a41  + 1/2 b34  + a41 b34 (ca c4 - sa s4))
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Next stage, calculate the LHS:
> SQRT_LHS := expand(A1*B2-A2*B1);

                     2                                   2
  SQRT_LHS := -a34 s4  b34 sb ca - a34 s4 cb a41 + a34 s4  cb b34
sa

                                                          2
         + b34 cb s4 ca a41 + b34 cb c4 sa a41 + b34 cb c4  sa
a34

                 2
         - sb a41  - sb a41 a34 c4 - sb b34 ca c4 a41

                       2
         - sb b34 ca c4  a34 + sb b34 sa s4 a41

> SQRT_LHS:=algsubs(s4^2+c4^2=1,SQRT_LHS);

  SQRT_LHS := (-sb a41 a34 + b34 cb sa a41 - sb b34 ca a41) c4

2
         + (-a34 cb a41 + b34 cb ca a41 + sb b34 sa a41) s4 - sb
a41

         + b34 cb sa a34 - sb b34 ca a34

> LHS := expand(SQRT_LHS*SQRT_LHS);

                  2   2    2                  2       2
  LHS := -2 a34 s4  cb  a41  b34 ca - 2 a34 s4  cb a41  sb b34 sa

                          3           2      2
         + 2 a34 s4 cb a41  sb - 2 a34  s4 cb  a41 b34 sa

                2                          2   2   2   2    2
         + 2 a34  s4 cb a41 sb b34 ca + b34  cb  s4  ca  a41

                2      2       2                           3
         + 2 b34  cb s4  ca a41  sb sa - 2 b34 cb s4 ca a41  sb

                2   2                         2         2
         + 2 b34  cb  s4 ca a41 sa a34 - 2 b34  cb s4 ca  a41 sb
a34

             2    2   2   2    2       2              3
         + sb  b34  sa  s4  a41  - 2 sb  b34 sa s4 a41

                   2   2                     2    2
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         + 2 sb b34  sa  s4 a41 cb a34 - 2 sb  b34  sa s4 a41 ca
a34

                   2                     2    2
         - 2 sb a41  b34 cb sa a34 + 2 sb  a41  b34 ca a34

              2   2   2    2        2          2
         + b34  cb  sa  a34  - 2 b34  cb sa a34  sb ca

             2    2   2    2     2    4     2    2    2   2
         + sb  b34  ca  a34  + sb  a41  + sb  a41  a34  c4

                   2       2                 2    2       2
         - 2 sb a41  a34 c4  b34 cb sa + 2 sb  a41  a34 c4  b34
ca

                   2    2                2    2
         + 2 sb a41  a34  c4 s4 cb - 2 sb  a41  a34 c4 b34 sa s4

               2    3                      2
         + 2 sb  a41  a34 c4 - 2 sb a41 a34  c4 b34 cb sa

               2        2                2   2   2   2    2
         + 2 sb  a41 a34  c4 b34 ca + b34  cb  c4  sa  a41

                2      2       2                 2          2
         - 2 b34  cb c4  sa a41  sb ca - 2 b34 cb  c4 sa a41  a34
s4

                2   2          2              2         2    2
         + 2 b34  cb  c4 sa a41  s4 ca + 2 b34  cb c4 sa  a41  sb
s4

                             3           2   2      2
         - 2 b34 cb c4 sa a41  sb + 2 b34  cb  c4 sa  a41 a34

                2                            2    2   2   2    2
         - 4 b34  cb c4 sa a41 sb ca a34 + sb  b34  ca  c4  a41

                   2   2       2             2    2          2
         - 2 sb b34  ca  c4 a41  cb s4 - 2 sb  b34  ca c4 a41  sa
s4

               2              3       2    2   2
         + 2 sb  b34 ca c4 a41  + 2 sb  b34  ca  c4 a41 a34

              2   2   2    2
         + a34  s4  cb  a41

try basic trig. substitutions
> sb :=sqrt(3)/2;cb :=1/2;
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                                       1/2
                            sb := 1/2 3

                              cb := 1/2

> LHS:=algsubs(s4^2 = 1-c4^2,LHS);

               1/2    2   2                1/2    2    2
  LHS := (1/2 3    b34  sa  a41 a34 + 1/2 3    a41  a34  c4

                  2      2    2  1/2                 3  1/2
         + 1/2 b34  c4 sa  a41  3    - 1/2 b34 ca a41  3

                  2   2      1/2          2
         - 1/2 b34  ca  a41 3    a34 - b34  ca a41 sa a34

                  2                 2          2
         - 1/2 a34  a41 b34 sa - b34  c4 sa a41  ca

                      3  1/2                 3        2
         + 1/2 a34 a41  3    - 3/2 b34 sa a41  - 2 a41  a34 c4
b34 sa

                1/2    2   2       2          2      1/2
         - 1/2 3    b34  ca  c4 a41  + 1/2 a34  a41 3    b34 ca)
s4

                  2   2    2          2   2    2          2    2
         + 1/4 b34  ca  a41  + 3/4 b34  sa  a41  + 1/4 a34  a41

                            3  1/2      2            1/2
         - 1/2 b34 c4 sa a41  3    - b34  c4 sa a41 3    ca a34

              2   2       2  1/2             2       2  1/2
         - b34  c4  sa a41  3    ca - 1/2 b34  sa a34  3    ca

            1/2    2                   1/2        2
         - 3    a41  b34 sa a34 - 1/2 3    a41 a34  c4 b34 sa

                  2   2    2          2   2    2          2    2
2
         + 1/4 b34  sa  a34  + 3/4 b34  ca  a34  + 1/2 a41  a34
c4

              2                     4        2       2
         + a41  b34 ca a34 + 3/4 a41  + 2 a41  a34 c4  b34 ca

                      2                    2   2   2    2
         + 3/2 a41 a34  c4 b34 ca - 1/2 b34  c4  sa  a41
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                  2      2                  2   2   2    2
         + 1/2 b34  c4 sa  a41 a34 + 1/2 b34  ca  c4  a41

                            3          2   2
         + 3/2 b34 ca c4 a41  + 3/2 b34  ca  c4 a41 a34

                  3                 2       2  1/2
         + 3/2 a41  a34 c4 + 1/2 b34  ca a41  3    sa

> LHS:=algsubs(sa^2=1-ca^2,expand(LHS));

                  2   2    2          2    2
  LHS := - 1/2 b34  ca  a41  + 1/4 a34  a41

                  2       2  1/2             2
         + 1/2 b34  c4 a41  3    s4 + 1/2 b34  c4 a41 a34

                  2   2    2          2   2    2          2    2
2
         - 1/2 b34  c4  a41  + 1/2 b34  ca  a34  + 1/2 a41  a34
c4

                         3  1/2          2         1/2
         + 1/2 a34 s4 a41  3    + 1/2 a34  s4 a41 3    b34 ca

                            3  1/2      2      2      1/2
         - 1/2 b34 s4 ca a41  3    - b34  s4 ca  a41 3    a34

              2                     4        2       2
         + a41  b34 ca a34 + 3/4 a41  + 2 a41  a34 c4  b34 ca

                1/2    2    2                    2
         + 1/2 3    a41  a34  c4 s4 + 3/2 a41 a34  c4 b34 ca

              2   2   2    2    1/2    2   2       2
         + b34  ca  c4  a41  - 3    b34  ca  c4 a41  s4

                            3      2   2                     2
2
         + 3/2 b34 ca c4 a41  + b34  ca  c4 a41 a34 + 3/4 b34
a41

                  2    2      1/2    2                         3
         + 1/4 b34  a34  + (-3    a41  b34 a34 - 3/2 b34 s4 a41

                  2    2  1/2           2
         - 1/2 b34  a34  3    ca - 2 a41  a34 c4 b34 s4

              2       2            2   2    2  1/2
         - b34  c4 a41  s4 ca - b34  c4  a41  3    ca
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                         3  1/2      2         1/2
         - 1/2 b34 c4 a41  3    - b34  c4 a41 3    ca a34

              2                        2       2  1/2
         - b34  s4 ca a41 a34 + 1/2 b34  ca a41  3

                1/2        2                 2
         - 1/2 3    a41 a34  c4 b34 - 1/2 a34  s4 a41 b34) sa

                1/2    2                     3
         + 1/2 3    b34  s4 a41 a34 + 3/2 a41  a34 c4

> E0 := coeff(LHS,c4,3);

                               E0 := 0

> F0:= coeff(coeff(LHS,c4,2),s4,0);

                 2    2          2    2        2
  F0 := - 1/2 b34  a41  + 1/2 a34  a41  + 2 a41  b34 ca a34

              2   2    2      2       2  1/2
         + b34  ca  a41  - b34  ca a41  3    sa

> coeff(F0,ca,2);coeff(F0,sa,2);

                                 2    2
                              b34  a41

                                  0

> G0:=coeff(coeff(LHS,c4),s4,0);

               2                      2                        3
  G0 := 1/2 b34  a41 a34 + 3/2 a41 a34  b34 ca + 3/2 b34 ca a41

              2   2                         3  1/2
         + b34  ca  a41 a34 + (- 1/2 b34 a41  3

              2      1/2               1/2        2
         - b34  a41 3    ca a34 - 1/2 3    a41 a34  b34) sa

                  3
         + 3/2 a41  a34

> G0:=algsubs(ca^2+sa^2=1,G0);

                      3  1/2      2      1/2
  G0 := (- 1/2 b34 a41  3    - b34  a41 3    ca a34
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                1/2        2
         - 1/2 3    a41 a34  b34) sa

                       2                  3          2   2
         + (3/2 a41 a34  b34 + 3/2 b34 a41 ) ca + b34  ca  a41
a34

                  2                  3
         + 1/2 b34  a41 a34 + 3/2 a41  a34

> H0:=coeff(coeff(LHS,c4,2),s4,1);

                               H0 := 0

> I0:=coeff(coeff(LHS,c4,1),s4,1);

               2    2  1/2        1/2    2    2    1/2    2   2
2
  I0 := 1/2 b34  a41  3    + 1/2 3    a41  a34  - 3    b34  ca
a41

                  2              2       2
         + (-2 a41  a34 b34 - b34  ca a41 ) sa

> J0:=coeff(coeff(LHS,s4),c4,0);

                   3  1/2          2      1/2
  J0 := 1/2 a34 a41  3    + 1/2 a34  a41 3    b34 ca

                         3  1/2      2   2      1/2
         - 1/2 b34 ca a41  3    - b34  ca  a41 3    a34

                         3      2                         2
         + (- 3/2 b34 a41  - b34  ca a41 a34 - 1/2 a41 a34  b34)
sa

                1/2    2
         + 1/2 3    b34  a41 a34

> coeff(J0,ca,2);coeff(J0,sa,2);

                            1/2    2
                          -3    b34  a41 a34

                                  0

> K0:=coeff(coeff(LHS,c4,0),s4,0);

                 2   2    2          2    2          2   2    2
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  K0 := - 1/2 b34  ca  a41  + 1/4 a34  a41  + 1/2 b34  ca  a34

              2                     4          2    2          2
2
         + a41  b34 ca a34 + 3/4 a41  + 3/4 b34  a41  + 1/4 b34
a34

              1/2    2                  2    2  1/2
         + (-3    a41  b34 a34 - 1/2 b34  a34  3    ca

                  2       2  1/2
         + 1/2 b34  ca a41  3   ) sa

Next is RHS1:
> RHS1 :=
algsubs(s4^2+c4^2=1,expand(2*D1^2*Z4p+2*D2^2*Z4));

               3                          2         2       2
            a41  a34 b34 (-a34 ca + b34 sa  - b34 ca ) c4 s4
  RHS1 := 2 ------------------------------------------------- - 2
                                     2
                                  a12

           2
        a41  b34 sa

            3             2      2             2                2
        (a34  + b34 ca a34  + a41  b34 ca + b34  a34 + 2 a34 a12
) c4

             /    2               4          4             4
        s4  /  a12  + 1/2 a41 (a12  a34 + a12  b34 ca + b34  a34
           /

                3       2               2    2        2    2   2
         + 2 b34  ca a34  + 2 b34 ca a41  a12  + 4 a41  b34  ca
a34

                3    2        2        2        3    2
         + 2 a34  a41  + 4 b34  a34 a12  + 2 a34  b34

                2    3           2    2               2
2
         + 2 a41  b34  ca + 4 a41  a34  b34 ca + 4 a34  b34 ca
a12

                2        2      4              /    2
         + 2 a41  a34 a12  + a34  b34 ca) c4  /  a12
                                             /

                3                               3
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             a41  b34 sa a34 (2 b34 ca + a34) s4       2     2
2
         + 2 ------------------------------------ - a41  (b34
a34
                                2
                             a12

                3             2   2    2      2   2    2
         + 2 a34  b34 ca - b34  sa  a41  - b34  sa  a34

              2   2    2        3             2   2    2
         + b34  ca  a41  + 2 b34  ca a34 + b34  ca  a34

                           2      2    2    2   /    2
         + 4 b34 ca a34 a12  + a34  a41 ) s4   /  a12  - 1/2 a41
b34
                                              /

                 2    2        2    2        2
        sa (4 a12  a34  + 2 b34  a41  + 8 a41  b34 ca a34

                2    2      4      4        2    2        2    2
         + 4 a34  a41  + a12  + a34  + 2 a12  a41  + 2 b34  a34 )
s4

           /    2             2    2    2      4    2      4    2
          /  a12  + 1/4 (2 a34  a41  a12  + b34  a34  + b34  a41
         /

              4    2      4    2        4    2
         + a34  b34  + a34  a41  + 2 a12  a41

                 2               2      4    2        4    2
         + 16 a41  b34 ca a34 a12  + a12  a34  + 4 a41  a34

                2    2    2        2    2    2        3    2
         + 4 a41  a34  b34  + 4 b34  a34  a12  + 8 a34  a41  b34
ca

                2    2    2        2    3               4    2
2
         + 2 b34  a41  a12  + 8 a41  b34  ca a34 + 4 a41  b34  ca

                2    2   2    2      4    2    /    2
         + 4 a41  b34  ca  a34  + a12  b34 )  /  a12
                                             /

> RH1:=algsubs(s4^2=1-c4^2,RHS1);

                                2       2               2    2
2
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  RH1 := - 1/2 a41 b34 sa (8 a41  a34 c4  b34 ca + 4 a41  a34  c4

                       3            2
3
         + 4 a41 c4 a34  + 4 a41 a34  c4 b34 ca + 4 b34 ca c4 a41

                2                   2                   2    2
         + 4 b34  c4 a41 a34 + 8 a12  a41 a34 c4 + 4 a12  a34

                2    2      4      4        2    2        2    2
         + 2 b34  a41  + a12  + a34  + 2 a12  a41  + 2 b34  a34 )
s4

           /    2           4    2        3       3        4    2
2
          /  a12  + 1/4 (a34  b34  + 4 a41  c4 a34  + 4 a41  a34
c4
         /

                       4                   4
         + 2 a41 c4 a12  a34 + 2 a41 c4 a12  b34 ca

                       4                   3       2
         + 2 a41 c4 b34  a34 + 4 a41 c4 b34  ca a34

                3              2               2        2
         + 4 a41  c4 b34 ca a12  + 8 a41 c4 b34  a34 a12

                       3    2        3       3
         + 4 a41 c4 a34  b34  + 4 a41  c4 b34  ca

                       2           2        3           2
         + 8 a41 c4 a34  b34 ca a12  + 4 a41  c4 a34 a12

                       4               3    2       3
         + 2 a41 c4 a34  b34 ca + 8 a41  a34  b34 c4  ca

                3        2      2        3        2   3   2
         + 8 a41  a34 b34  c4 sa  - 8 a41  a34 b34  c4  sa

                3        2   3   2        2    2    2   2
         + 8 a41  a34 b34  c4  ca  + 4 a41  b34  a34  c4

                2    3          2        4    2   2   2
         + 8 a41  a34  b34 ca c4  - 4 a41  b34  c4  sa

                2    2   2    2   2        4    2   2   2
         - 4 a41  b34  sa  a34  c4  + 4 a41  b34  ca  c4

                2    3          2        2    2   2    2   2
         + 8 a41  b34  ca a34 c4  + 4 a41  b34  ca  a34  c4
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                 2               2   2      4    2      4    2
         + 16 a41  b34 ca a34 a12  c4  + b34  a34  + b34  a41

              4    2        2    2    2        2    2    2
         + a34  a41  + 2 a34  a41  a12  + 4 b34  a34  a12

                2    2    2        4    2      4    2      4    2
         + 2 b34  a41  a12  + 2 a12  a41  + a12  a34  + a12  b34

                4    2   2        2    2   2    2    /    2
         + 4 a41  b34  sa  + 4 a41  b34  sa  a34 )  /  a12
                                                   /

> RHS1:=algsubs(sa^2=1-ca^2,expand(RHS1));

                                 2    2        2    2   2
  RHS1 := - 1/2 s4 a41 b34 (4 a12  a34  - 4 a41  a34  s4

                   2    2                   2                  2
2
         - 8 a34 s4  a41  b34 ca + 4 a41 a34  c4 b34 ca + 4 a34
a41

                2                   2    2      4        2    2
         + 8 a12  a41 a34 c4 + 2 b34  a34  + a34  + 2 a12  a41

                2                   2    2                  3
         + 8 a41  b34 ca a34 + 2 b34  a41  + 4 b34 ca c4 a41

                2                 4               3       /    2
         + 4 b34  c4 a41 a34 + a12  + 4 a41 c4 a34 ) sa  /  a12
+
                                                        /

                4    2        4    2   2        4    2   2
        1/4 (a34  b34  + 4 a41  b34  s4  + 4 a41  b34  ca

                4   2    2   2        3       3
         - 8 a41  s4  b34  ca  + 4 a41  c4 a34

                2   2    3                      4
         - 8 a41  s4  a34  b34 ca + 2 a41 c4 a12  a34

                       4                      4
         + 2 a41 c4 a12  b34 ca + 2 a41 c4 b34  a34

                       3       2        3              2
         + 4 a41 c4 b34  ca a34  + 4 a41  c4 b34 ca a12

                3       2   2                   2        2
         + 8 a41  c4 b34  ca  a34 + 8 a41 c4 b34  a34 a12
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                       3    2        3       3
         + 4 a41 c4 a34  b34  + 4 a41  c4 b34  ca

                3       2                      2           2
         + 8 a41  c4 a34  b34 ca + 8 a41 c4 a34  b34 ca a12

                3           2               4             4    2
         + 4 a41  c4 a34 a12  + 2 a41 c4 a34  b34 ca + b34  a34

              4    2      4    2        2    2    2
         + b34  a41  + a34  a41  + 2 a34  a41  a12

                2    2    2        2    2    2        4    2
         + 4 b34  a34  a12  + 2 b34  a41  a12  + 2 a12  a41

              4    2      4    2         3        2      2   2
         + a12  a34  + a12  b34  - 16 a41  a34 b34  c4 s4  ca

                3    2          2           2   2    3
         - 8 a41  a34  b34 c4 s4  ca - 8 a41  s4  b34  ca a34

                4   2    2        2   2    2   2    2
         - 4 a41  s4  a34  - 8 a41  s4  b34  ca  a34

                    2    2           2        2    2    2
         - 16 a34 s4  a41  b34 ca a12  + 4 a41  a34  b34

                3    2               2    3
         + 8 a34  a41  b34 ca + 8 a41  b34  ca a34

                2    2   2    2         2               2
         + 4 a41  b34  ca  a34  + 16 a41  b34 ca a34 a12

                3    2   2               4    2    /    2
         + 8 a41  b34  s4  a34 c4 + 4 a41  a34 )  /  a12
                                                 /

First  make sure there are no factrors of sr4^2
> coeff(RHS1,s4,2);

            4    2        4    2   2        3    2
  1/4 (4 a41  b34  - 8 a41  b34  ca  - 8 a34  a41  b34 ca

                 3       2   2            3       2
         - 16 a41  c4 b34  ca  a34 - 8 a41  c4 a34  b34 ca

                2    3               4    2        2    2   2
2
         - 8 a41  b34  ca a34 - 4 a41  a34  - 8 a41  b34  ca  a34
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                 2               2        3    2           /    2
         - 16 a41  b34 ca a34 a12  + 8 a41  b34  a34 c4)  /  a12
                                                         /

> E1 := coeff(RHS1,c4,3);

                               E1 := 0

> F1 := coeff(coeff(RHS1,c4,2),s4,0);

                               F1 := 0

> G1 := coeff(coeff(RHS1,c4,1),s4,0);

                  3    3            4                4
  G1 := 1/4 (4 a41  a34  + 2 a41 a12  a34 + 2 a41 a12  b34 ca

                    4                3       2        3
2
         + 2 a41 b34  a34 + 4 a41 b34  ca a34  + 4 a41  b34 ca
a12

                3    2   2                2        2
         + 8 a41  b34  ca  a34 + 8 a41 b34  a34 a12

                    3    2        3    3           3    2
         + 4 a41 a34  b34  + 4 a41  b34  ca + 8 a41  a34  b34 ca

                    2           2        3        2
         + 8 a41 a34  b34 ca a12  + 4 a41  a34 a12

                    4           /    2
         + 2 a41 a34  b34 ca)  /  a12
                              /

> H1 := coeff(coeff(RHS1,c4,2),s4,1);

                               H1 := 0

> I1 := coeff(coeff(RHS1,c4,1),s4,1);

                                2               2
  I1 := - 1/2 a41 b34 (4 a41 a34  b34 ca + 8 a12  a41 a34

                       3        2                    3       /
2
         + 4 b34 ca a41  + 4 b34  a41 a34 + 4 a41 a34 ) sa  /
a12
                                                           /
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> J1:= coeff(coeff(RHS1,c4,0),s4,1);

                            2    2        2    2        2
  J1 := - 1/2 a41 b34 (4 a12  a34  + 2 b34  a41  + 8 a41  b34 ca
a34

                2    2      4      4        2    2        2    2
         + 4 a34  a41  + a12  + a34  + 2 a12  a41  + 2 b34  a34 )
sa

           /    2
          /  a12
         /

> K1:= coeff(coeff(RHS1,c4,0),s4,0);

                  2    2    2      4    2      4    2      4    2
  K1 := 1/4 (2 a34  a41  a12  + b34  a34  + b34  a41  + a34  b34

              4    2        4    2         2               2
         + a34  a41  + 2 a12  a41  + 16 a41  b34 ca a34 a12

              4    2        4    2        2    2    2
         + a12  a34  + 4 a41  a34  + 4 a41  a34  b34

                2    2    2        3    2               2    2
2
         + 4 b34  a34  a12  + 8 a34  a41  b34 ca + 2 b34  a41
a12

                2    3               4    2   2
         + 8 a41  b34  ca a34 + 4 a41  b34  ca

                2    2   2    2      4    2    /    2
         + 4 a41  b34  ca  a34  + a12  b34 )  /  a12
                                             /

Here is the last set of TERMS, RHS2
> RHS2 := -2*D1*D2*(B2*B1+A2*A1);

             /                 2             \
             |              a34    a41 a34 c4|
  RHS2 := -2 |1/2 a12 + 1/2 ---- + ----------|
             \              a12       a12    /

        /                                       2          2\
        |a41 b34 ca c4   a41 b34 sa s4   1/2 a12  + 1/2 b34 |
        |------------- - ------------- + -------------------| ((
        \     a12             a12                a12        /

                1/2
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        (- 1/2 3    b34 sa - 1/2 b34 ca) c4

                              1/2
         + (1/2 b34 sa - 1/2 3    b34 ca) s4 - 1/2 a41)

                                              1/2
        (-a41 - a34 c4) + ((1/2 b34 sa - 1/2 3    b34 ca) c4

                              1/2                   1/2
         + (1/2 b34 ca + 1/2 3    b34 sa) s4 - 1/2 3    a41) a34
s4)

> RHS2 :=algsubs(s4^2 = 1-c4^2,expand(RHS2));

                       2    3  1/2         3    2  1/2
  RHS2 := 1/4 a41 (-a34  b34  3    ca + a34  b34  3

                2              2      3       2
         + 2 b34  sa a34 ca a12  + b34  sa a34

                3                    3       2      4
         + 2 a34  a41 c4 b34 sa + b34  sa a12  + a12  b34 sa

                2                 2                          2
         + 4 b34  c4 sa a41 ca a12  + 4 a41 a34 c4 b34 sa a12

              2           2        2    2
         + a34  b34 sa a12  + 2 a41  a34  b34 sa

                2       2    2              2    2   2
         + 8 a41  a34 c4  b34  ca sa + 4 a41  a34  c4  b34 sa

                    2       2                     2    2
         + 8 a41 a34  c4 b34  sa ca + 2 b34 sa a41  a12

                3                      3    2
         + 4 a41  a34 c4 b34 sa + 2 a34  b34  sa ca

                    3                  2    2   2         1/2
         + 2 a41 b34  sa a34 c4 + 4 a41  a34  c4  b34 ca 3

                2       2    2   2  1/2            2       2   2
1/2
         + 4 a41  a34 c4  b34  sa  3    + 6 a41 a34  c4 b34  sa
3

                2        2   2     1/2        3
1/2
         - 2 a34  a41 b34  ca  c4 3    + 2 a34  a41 b34 ca c4 3

            1/2    2        2        2      2      1/2    2
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         + 3    b34  a34 a12  + 2 b34  c4 sa  a41 3    a12

              2  1/2           2      4  1/2
         - a34  3    b34 ca a12  - a12  3    b34 ca

              1/2        2       2      1/2    2   2           2
         + 2 3    a41 a34  c4 a12  - 2 3    b34  ca  c4 a41 a12

              3  1/2       2            2       2  1/2
         - b34  3    ca a12  + 2 a41 a34  c4 b34  3

                2       2    2   2  1/2                   3  1/2
         - 4 a41  a34 c4  b34  ca  3    - 2 a41 a34 c4 b34  3
ca

                3    2   2  1/2        2   2      1/2    2
         + 2 a34  b34  sa  3    + 2 b34  sa  a34 3    a12

              4      1/2      3  1/2    2       /    2
         + a12  a34 3    + a34  3    a12 ) s4  /  a12  - 1/4 (
                                              /

             3    2                    4                 4
        2 a41  b34  a34 c4 + a41 c4 a12  a34 + a41 c4 a12  b34 ca

                       3       2        3              2
         + 3 a41 c4 b34  ca a34  + 2 a41  c4 b34 ca a12

                     2        2             3    2
         + a41 c4 b34  a34 a12  + a41 c4 a34  b34

                3       2                      2           2
         + 2 a41  c4 a34  b34 ca + 3 a41 c4 a34  b34 ca a12

                3           2        3    2       3
         + 2 a41  c4 a34 a12  + 4 a41  a34  b34 c4  ca

                3        2      2        3        2   3   2
         + 4 a41  a34 b34  c4 sa  - 4 a41  a34 b34  c4  sa

                3        2   3   2        2    2    2   2
         + 4 a41  a34 b34  c4  ca  + 2 a41  b34  a34  c4

                2    3          2        2    2   2    2   2
         + 2 a41  a34  b34 ca c4  - 2 a41  b34  sa  a34  c4

                2    3          2        2    2   2    2   2
         + 2 a41  b34  ca a34 c4  + 6 a41  b34  ca  a34  c4

                2               2   2      2    2    2
         + 4 a41  b34 ca a34 a12  c4  + a34  a41  a12
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              2    2    2      4    2        4       2
         + b34  a41  a12  + a12  a41  + 4 a41  a34 c4  b34 ca

                     3    2      3              2
         + a41 c4 a34  a12  + b34  a41 ca c4 a12

                2    2   2    2        2   2   2    2    2
         + 2 a41  a34  c4  a12  + 2 b34  ca  c4  a41  a12

                3        2   2           2   2    2    2
         + 2 a34  a41 b34  ca  c4 + 2 b34  sa  a41  a12

                2   2    2    2   2      3           2
         - 2 b34  sa  a41  a12  c4  + b34  ca a34 a12

                2   2               2      3           2
         + 2 b34  ca  c4 a41 a34 a12  + a34  b34 ca a12

                         4      4     1/2
         + b34 ca a34 a12  + a12  c4 3    b34 sa a41

              3     1/2           2        2    2      2  1/2
2
         + b34  c4 3    sa a41 a12  + 4 a41  b34  ca c4  3    sa
a12

                2     1/2               2
         + 3 a34  c4 3    b34 sa a41 a12

                3           2     1/2           3    2
1/2
         - 4 a41  a34 c4 b34  sa 3    ca + 4 a41  a34  c4 b34 sa
3

                3    2   3         1/2      3    3  1/2
         - 4 a41  a34  c4  b34 sa 3    + a34  b34  3    sa

                3    2         1/2        3    2         1/2   2
         + 2 a34  a41  b34 sa 3    - 2 a34  a41  b34 sa 3    c4

                2    2     1/2       2        2             1/2
2
         - 2 a41  b34  sa 3    ca a12  + 2 a41  b34 sa a34 3
a12

              3      1/2       2      3  1/2           2
         + b34  a34 3    sa a12  + a34  3    b34 sa a12

                2    2    2      2  1/2
         + 8 a34  a41  b34  ca c4  3    sa

                2    3     1/2               2       2    3  1/2
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         + 3 a34  b34  c4 3    sa a41 + 2 a41  a34 c4  b34  3
sa

                3       3    2     1/2
         + 8 a41  a34 c4  b34  ca 3    sa

                    2            1/2       2
         + 2 a41 b34  ca c4 a34 3    sa a12

                3        2        1/2
         + 2 a34  a41 b34  ca c4 3    sa

                2    2    2     1/2         4      1/2
         - 2 a34  a41  b34  sa 3    ca + a12  a34 3    b34 sa

              3    3         2    2    2        2    2   2    2
/
         + a34  b34  ca + a41  a34  b34  + 2 a41  b34  sa  a34 )
/

/

           2
        a12

> RHS2:=algsubs(sa^2=1-ca^2,expand(RHS2));

                        3    2  1/2        2    2   2         1/2
  RHS2 := - 1/4 b34 (a34  b34  3    + 8 a41  a34  c4  b34 ca 3

                3                1/2    1/2    2        2
         + 2 a34  a41 b34 ca c4 3    + 3    b34  a34 a12

              1/2        2       2            2       2  1/2
         + 3 3    a41 a34  c4 a12  + 3 a41 a34  c4 b34  3

              4      1/2        3    2  1/2        2      1/2
2
         + a12  a34 3    + 2 a34  a41  3    - 2 a41  b34 3    ca
a12

                2      1/2    2      4     1/2
         + 2 a41  a34 3    a12  + a12  c4 3    a41

              2     1/2        2        2          2  1/2    2
         + b34  c4 3    a41 a12  + 4 a41  b34 ca c4  3    a12

                2    2      1/2           3             1/2
         - 2 a34  a41  b34 3    ca - 4 a41  a34 c4 b34 3    ca

                3       3         1/2        3    2   3  1/2
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         + 8 a41  a34 c4  b34 ca 3    - 4 a41  a34  c4  3

                3    2  1/2   2        3    2     1/2
         - 2 a34  a41  3    c4  + 4 a41  a34  c4 3

                2       2    2  1/2        3    2
         + 2 a41  a34 c4  b34  3    - 2 a34  a41  c4 s4

                2              2           3    2      4
         - 4 a41  a34 c4 s4 a12  - 2 s4 a41  a12  - a12  a41 s4

                2    2                2           2
         - 2 a41  b34  s4 a34 c4 - a34  s4 a41 a12

                  2       2        2                 2
         - a41 b34  s4 a34  - 8 a41  b34 ca c4 s4 a34

                3    2           4                  3    2   2
         - 2 a41  a34  s4 - 4 a41  a34 c4 s4 - 4 a41  a34  c4  s4

                3       2                         3
         - 8 a41  a34 c4  b34 ca s4 - 2 a41 s4 a34  b34 ca

                                  2               2          2
         - 2 b34 s4 ca a41 a34 a12  - 4 b34 c4 a41  s4 ca a12

              2           2      3  1/2    2
         - b34  a41 s4 a12  + a34  3    a12

                                1/2    2       /    2
         + 2 a41 b34 ca c4 a34 3    a12 ) sa  /  a12  - 1/4 (
                                             /

             3    2                    4                 4
        6 a41  b34  a34 c4 + a41 c4 a12  a34 + a41 c4 a12  b34 ca

                       3       2        3              2
         + 3 a41 c4 b34  ca a34  + 2 a41  c4 b34 ca a12

                3       2   2                 2        2
         - 4 a41  c4 b34  ca  a34 + a41 c4 b34  a34 a12

                     3    2        3       2
         + a41 c4 a34  b34  + 2 a41  c4 a34  b34 ca

                       2           2        3           2
         + 3 a41 c4 a34  b34 ca a12  + 2 a41  c4 a34 a12

                3    2       3           3        2   3   2
         + 4 a41  a34  b34 c4  ca + 8 a41  a34 b34  c4  ca

                2    3          2        2    3          2
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         + 2 a41  a34  b34 ca c4  + 2 a41  b34  ca a34 c4

                2    2   2    2   2        2               2   2
         + 8 a41  b34  ca  a34  c4  + 4 a41  b34 ca a34 a12  c4

              2    2    2        2    2    2      4    2
         + a34  a41  a12  + 3 b34  a41  a12  + a12  a41

                4       2                    3    2
         + 4 a41  a34 c4  b34 ca + a41 c4 a34  a12

              3              2        2    2   2    2
         + b34  a41 ca c4 a12  + 2 a41  a34  c4  a12

                2   2   2    2    2        3        2   2
         + 4 b34  ca  c4  a41  a12  + 2 a34  a41 b34  ca  c4

              3           2        2   2               2
         + b34  ca a34 a12  + 2 b34  ca  c4 a41 a34 a12

              3           2                 4      3    3
         + a34  b34 ca a12  + b34 ca a34 a12  + a34  b34  ca

              4         1/2          4     1/2
         - a12  a34 s4 3    a41 + a12  s4 3    b34 ca a41

              3     1/2        2        3    2     1/2
         - a34  s4 3    a41 a12  - 3 a34  b34  s4 3    a41

              2    3     1/2               3       2    2   2
1/2
         + a34  b34  s4 3    ca a41 + 8 a41  a34 c4  b34  ca  s4
3

              2         1/2           2      1/2    2    2
2
         + a34  s4 a41 3    b34 ca a12  - 2 3    a41  a34  c4 s4
a12

              1/2    2   2       2       2
         + 4 3    b34  ca  c4 a41  s4 a12

              1/2    2               2
         - 3 3    b34  s4 a41 a34 a12

                3    2   2            1/2
         - 4 a41  a34  c4  b34 ca s4 3

                2    2    2   2        1/2
         + 8 a34  a41  b34  ca  c4 s4 3

                3    2               1/2
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         - 2 a34  a41  b34 ca c4 s4 3

                2    2       2     1/2        3    2     1/2
2
         - 8 a41  a34  c4 b34  s4 3    + 2 a34  b34  s4 3    a41
ca

                2       2  1/2       2
         - 2 b34  c4 a41  3    s4 a12

              1/2    2               2   2
         + 2 3    b34  s4 a41 a34 a12  ca

                3       2    2     1/2        2    2    2   2
         - 4 a41  a34 c4  b34  s4 3    - 2 b34  a41  a12  ca

                2   2    2    2        3        2   3
         - 2 b34  c4  a41  a12  - 4 a41  a34 b34  c4

                2    2    2        2    2   2    2
         + 3 a41  a34  b34  - 2 a41  b34  ca  a34

              3     1/2           2        2           3     1/2
         + b34  s4 3    ca a41 a12  + 2 a41  a34 c4 b34  s4 3
ca)

           /    2
          /  a12
         /

Again, make sure no factors of s4^2
> coeff(RHS2,s4,2);

                                  0

> E2 := coeff(RHS2,c4,3);

                        3             1/2        3    2  1/2
              b34 (8 a41  a34 b34 ca 3    - 4 a41  a34  3   ) sa
  E2 := - 1/4 --------------------------------------------------
-
                                        2
                                     a12

        1/4

             3    2               3    2   2            3
2
        4 a41  a34  b34 ca + 8 a41  b34  ca  a34 - 4 a41  a34 b34
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        ---------------------------------------------------------
-
                                      2
                                   a12

> F2 := coeff(coeff(RHS2,c4,2),s4,0);

                        2    2      1/2           2      1/2
2
  F2 := - 1/4 b34 (8 a34  a41  b34 3    ca + 4 a41  b34 3    ca
a12

                3    2  1/2        2        2  1/2       /    2
         - 2 a34  a41  3    + 2 a41  a34 b34  3   ) sa  /  a12  -
1/4
                                                       /

              3    2               2    3
        (2 a34  a41  b34 ca + 2 a41  b34  ca a34

                2    2   2    2        2               2
         + 8 a41  b34  ca  a34  + 4 a41  b34 ca a34 a12

                4                   2    2    2
         + 4 a41  a34 b34 ca + 2 a34  a41  a12

                2    2    2   2        2    2    2    /    2
         + 4 b34  a41  a12  ca  - 2 b34  a41  a12 )  /  a12
                                                    /

> G2 := coeff(coeff(RHS2,c4,1),s4,0);

                        3             1/2      1/2        2    2
  G2 := - 1/4 b34 (2 a34  a41 b34 ca 3    + 3 3    a41 a34  a12

                    2    2  1/2      4  1/2          2  1/2
2
         + 3 a41 a34  b34  3    + a12  3    a41 + b34  3    a41
a12

                3             1/2        3    2  1/2
         - 4 a41  a34 b34 ca 3    + 4 a41  a34  3

                             1/2    2       /    2
         + 2 a41 b34 ca a34 3    a12 ) sa  /  a12  - 1/4 (
                                          /

             3        2          4              4
        6 a41  a34 b34  + a41 a12  a34 + a41 a12  b34 ca

                    3       2        3           2
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         + 3 a41 b34  ca a34  + 2 a41  b34 ca a12

                3    2   2              2        2          3
2
         - 4 a41  b34  ca  a34 + a41 b34  a34 a12  + a41 a34  b34

                3    2                   2           2
         + 2 a41  a34  b34 ca + 3 a41 a34  b34 ca a12

                3        2          3    2      3           2
         + 2 a41  a34 a12  + a41 a34  a12  + b34  a41 ca a12

                3        2   2        2   2            2    /
2
         + 2 a34  a41 b34  ca  + 2 b34  ca  a41 a34 a12 )  /  a12
                                                          /

> H2 := coeff(coeff(RHS2,c4,2),s4,1);

                         3    2        3
              b34 (-4 a41  a34  - 8 a41  a34 b34 ca) sa
  H2 := - 1/4 ----------------------------------------- -
1/4 (
                                   2
                                a12

             3        2   2  1/2        3    2         1/2
        8 a41  a34 b34  ca  3    - 4 a41  a34  b34 ca 3

                3        2  1/2    /    2
         - 4 a41  a34 b34  3   )  /  a12
                                 /

> I2 := coeff(coeff(RHS2,c4,1),s4,1);

                         3    2        2        2        2
2
  I2 := - 1/4 b34 (-2 a34  a41  - 4 a41  a34 a12  - 2 a41  a34
b34

                2    2               4                2       2
         - 8 a34  a41  b34 ca - 4 a41  a34 - 4 b34 a41  ca a12 )
sa

           /    2            1/2    2    2    2
          /  a12  - 1/4 (-2 3    a41  a34  a12
         /

              1/2    2   2    2    2        2    2    2   2  1/2
         + 4 3    b34  ca  a41  a12  + 8 a34  a41  b34  ca  3
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                3    2         1/2        2    2    2  1/2
         - 2 a34  a41  b34 ca 3    - 8 a41  a34  b34  3

                2    2  1/2    2        2        3  1/2       /
2
         - 2 b34  a41  3    a12  + 2 a41  a34 b34  3    ca)  /
a12
                                                            /

> J2:= coeff(coeff(RHS2,c4,0),s4,1);

                         3    2      4          2        2
  J2 := - 1/4 b34 (-2 a41  a12  - a12  a41 - a34  a41 a12

                  2    2        3    2            3
         - a41 b34  a34  - 2 a41  a34  - 2 a41 a34  b34 ca

                               2      2        2       /    2
         - 2 b34 ca a41 a34 a12  - b34  a41 a12 ) sa  /  a12  -
1/4 (
                                                     /

            4      1/2          4  1/2
        -a12  a34 3    a41 + a12  3    b34 ca a41

              3  1/2        2        3    2  1/2
         - a34  3    a41 a12  - 3 a34  b34  3    a41

              2    3  1/2             2      1/2           2
         + a34  b34  3    ca a41 + a34  a41 3    b34 ca a12

              1/2    2            2        3    2  1/2       2
         - 3 3    b34  a41 a34 a12  + 2 a34  b34  3    a41 ca

              1/2    2            2   2      3  1/2           2
/
         + 2 3    b34  a41 a34 a12  ca  + b34  3    ca a41 a12 )
/

/

           2
        a12

> K2:= coeff(coeff(RHS2,c4,0),s4,0);

                      3    2  1/2    1/2    2        2
  K2 := - 1/4 b34 (a34  b34  3    + 3    b34  a34 a12
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              4      1/2        3    2  1/2        2      1/2
2
         + a12  a34 3    + 2 a34  a41  3    - 2 a41  b34 3    ca
a12

                2      1/2    2        2    2      1/2
         + 2 a41  a34 3    a12  - 2 a34  a41  b34 3    ca

              3  1/2    2       /    2           2    2    2
         + a34  3    a12 ) sa  /  a12  - 1/4 (a34  a41  a12
                              /

                2    2    2      4    2      3           2
         + 3 b34  a41  a12  + a12  a41  + b34  ca a34 a12

              3           2                 4      3    3
         + a34  b34 ca a12  + b34 ca a34 a12  + a34  b34  ca

                2    2    2   2        2    2    2
         - 2 b34  a41  a12  ca  + 3 a41  a34  b34

                2    2   2    2    /    2
         - 2 a41  b34  ca  a34 )  /  a12
                                 /

> Es:= simplify((E0-E1-E2)*a12^2);

           3
  Es := a41  a34 b34

            1/2              1/2                           2
        (2 3    sa b34 ca - 3    sa a34 + a34 ca + 2 b34 ca  -
b34)

> Fs:= simplify((F0-F1-F2)*a12^2);

               2        2    2        2    2                   2
  Fs := 1/2 a41  (-2 b34  a12  + 2 a12  a34  + 6 b34 ca a34 a12

                2    2   2        2  1/2       2
         + 4 b34  a12  ca  + 4 b34  3    sa a34  ca

                1/2       3      3  1/2             3
         - b34 3    sa a34  + b34  3    sa a34 + a34  b34 ca

              3               2   2    2        2
         + b34  ca a34 + 4 b34  ca  a34  + 2 a41  b34 ca a34)

> Gs:= simplify((G0-G1-G2)*a12^2);
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                      4            2        2            2
2
  Gs := - 1/4 a41 (a12  a34 - 6 a41  a34 b34  - 4 b34 a41  ca a12

                2        2        2    2               3    2
         - 4 a41  a34 a12  + 6 a34  a41  b34 ca + 4 a34  a41

                2        2      2           2         2    2   2
         + 5 b34  a34 a12  - a34  b34 ca a12  + 12 a41  b34  ca
a34

                4             4             3       2      3
2
         + 2 a34  b34 ca + a12  b34 ca + b34  ca a34  - b34  ca
a12

                3    2   2        2   2        2        2    3
         - 2 a34  b34  ca  - 6 b34  ca  a34 a12  + 4 a41  b34  ca

                3    2        4          3    2
         + 3 a34  b34  + 2 b34  a34 - a34  a12

                2  1/2       2               1/2       2    2
         + 2 b34  3    sa a12  ca a34 - b34 3    sa a12  a34

                2  1/2       3           3  1/2       2
         - 2 b34  3    sa a34  ca - 3 b34  3    sa a34

                1/2       4      3  1/2       2
         - b34 3    sa a12  - b34  3    sa a12

                2  1/2       2                 1/2       2    2
         + 4 b34  3    sa a41  ca a34 - 4 b34 3    sa a34  a41

                  1/2       2    2
         + 2 b34 3    sa a12  a41 )

> Hs:= simplify((H0-H1-H2)*a12^2);

               3                                 1/2       2
  Hs := b34 a41  a34 (-sa a34 - 2 sa b34 ca + 2 3    b34 ca

            1/2           1/2
         - 3    a34 ca - 3    b34)

> Is:= simplify((I0-I1-I2)*a12^2);

               2              2                   2
  Is := 1/2 a41  b34 (2 sa a12  a34 - 4 b34 sa a12  ca

                          2        2                  3
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         + 4 b34 sa ca a41  + 3 b34  sa a34 + 3 sa a34

                   2          1/2       2    2    1/2    3
         - 2 sa a41  a34 + 4 3    b34 ca  a34  - 3    a34  ca

              1/2        2    1/2    2
         - 4 3    b34 a34  + 3    b34  ca a34)

> Js:= simplify((J0-J1-J2)*a12^2);

                        2       3       1/2    4
  Js := - 1/4 a41 (2 b34  sa a34  ca - 3    a12  b34 ca

            1/2    3       2      1/2    3    2   2
         - 3    b34  ca a34  - 2 3    a34  b34  ca

            1/2    3       2        2      1/2    2
         - 3    b34  ca a12  - 2 a41  a34 3    a12

                2  1/2           2        2      1/2       2
         - 3 a34  3    b34 ca a12  + 2 a41  b34 3    ca a12

              1/2    2        2   2    1/2    2        2
         + 2 3    b34  a34 a12  ca  + 3    b34  a34 a12

                       2    2        2       2
         + 4 b34 sa a12  a41  + 6 b34  sa a12  ca a34

                       2    2         2       2
         - 5 b34 sa a12  a34  - 16 b34  sa a41  ca a34

                       2    2      4      1/2      3       2
         - 6 b34 sa a34  a41  + a12  a34 3    + b34  sa a12

                3       2               4             4
         - 3 b34  sa a34  - 2 b34 sa a34  - b34 sa a12

                3       2        3    2  1/2      3  1/2    2
         - 4 b34  sa a41  + 3 a34  b34  3    + a34  3    a12 )

> Ks:= simplify((K0-K1-K2)*a12^2);

                 4    2          4    2      4    2   2
  Ks := - 1/4 a34  b34  + 3/4 a41  a12  - a41  b34  ca

                  4    2          4    2          4    2
         - 1/4 b34  a34  - 1/4 b34  a41  - 1/4 a34  a41

                  2    2    2      2    2    2          4    2
         - 3/4 b34  a34  a12  + b34  a41  a12  - 1/4 a12  a41
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                  4    2          4    2          3           2
         - 1/4 a12  a34  - 1/4 a12  b34  + 1/4 b34  ca a34 a12

                  3           2                     4
         + 1/4 a34  b34 ca a12  + 1/4 b34 ca a34 a12

                  3    3         2    2    2   2
         + 1/4 a34  b34  ca - b34  a41  a12  ca

                  3  1/2       3          3  1/2           2
         + 1/4 b34  3    sa a34  + 1/4 b34  3    sa a34 a12

                    1/2       4                1/2       3    2
         + 1/4 b34 3    sa a12  a34 + 1/2 b34 3    sa a34  a41

                    1/2       2        2
         - 1/2 b34 3    sa a41  a34 a12

                  2  1/2       2    2               1/2       3
2
         - 1/2 b34  3    sa a34  a41  ca + 1/4 b34 3    sa a34
a12

                1/2    2       2    2             2   2    2    2
         - 1/2 3    b34  sa a12  a34  ca + 1/2 b34  ca  a34  a12

                  2    2    2        3    2
         - 1/4 a41  a34  b34  - 2 a34  a41  b34 ca

                2    3                 2    2   2    2
         - 2 a41  b34  ca a34 - 3/2 a41  b34  ca  a34

                2               2      4    2
         - 3 a41  b34 ca a34 a12  - a41  a34

> Ex:=expand((1-x^2)^3);

                                   2      4    6
                      Ex := 1 - 3 x  + 3 x  - x

> Fx:=expand((1-x^2)^2*(1+x^2));

                                   2    4    6
                        Fx := 1 - x  - x  + x

> Gx:=expand((1-x^2)*(1+x^2)^2);

                                   2    4    6
                        Gx := 1 + x  - x  - x

> Hx:=expand((1-x^2)^2*2*x);
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                                      3      5
                       Hx := 2 x - 4 x  + 2 x

> Ix:=expand(2*x*(1-x^2)*(1+x^2));

                                          5
                           Ix := 2 x - 2 x

> Jx:=expand(2*x*(1+x^2)^2);

                                      3      5
                       Jx := 2 x + 4 x  + 2 x

> Kx:=expand((1+x^2)^3);

                                   2      4    6
                      Kx := 1 + 3 x  + 3 x  + x

> New_EQN:=Ex*Ex+Fs*Fx+Gs*Gx+Hs*Hx+Is*Ix+Js*Jx+Ks*Kx;

                     2      4    6 2          2        2    2
  New_EQN := (1 - 3 x  + 3 x  - x )  + 1/2 a41  (-2 b34  a12

                2    2                   2        2    2   2
         + 2 a12  a34  + 6 b34 ca a34 a12  + 4 b34  a12  ca

                2  1/2       2           1/2       3
         + 4 b34  3    sa a34  ca - b34 3    sa a34

              3  1/2             3             3
         + b34  3    sa a34 + a34  b34 ca + b34  ca a34

                2   2    2        2                   2    4    6
         + 4 b34  ca  a34  + 2 a41  b34 ca a34) (1 - x  - x  + x
) -

                    4            2        2            2       2
        1/4 a41 (a12  a34 - 6 a41  a34 b34  - 4 b34 a41  ca a12

                2        2        2    2               3    2
         - 4 a41  a34 a12  + 6 a34  a41  b34 ca + 4 a34  a41

                2        2      2           2         2    2   2
         + 5 b34  a34 a12  - a34  b34 ca a12  + 12 a41  b34  ca
a34

                4             4             3       2      3
2
         + 2 a34  b34 ca + a12  b34 ca + b34  ca a34  - b34  ca
a12
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                3    2   2        2   2        2        2    3
         - 2 a34  b34  ca  - 6 b34  ca  a34 a12  + 4 a41  b34  ca

                3    2        4          3    2
         + 3 a34  b34  + 2 b34  a34 - a34  a12

                2  1/2       2               1/2       2    2
         + 2 b34  3    sa a12  ca a34 - b34 3    sa a12  a34

                2  1/2       3           3  1/2       2
         - 2 b34  3    sa a34  ca - 3 b34  3    sa a34

                1/2       4      3  1/2       2
         - b34 3    sa a12  - b34  3    sa a12

                2  1/2       2                 1/2       2    2
         + 4 b34  3    sa a41  ca a34 - 4 b34 3    sa a34  a41

                  1/2       2    2        2    4    6           3
         + 2 b34 3    sa a12  a41 ) (1 + x  - x  - x ) + b34 a41
a34

                                    1/2       2    1/2
        (-sa a34 - 2 sa b34 ca + 2 3    b34 ca  - 3    a34 ca

            1/2                3      5           2
         - 3    b34) (2 x - 4 x  + 2 x ) + 1/2 a41  b34 (

                2                   2                     2
        2 sa a12  a34 - 4 b34 sa a12  ca + 4 b34 sa ca a41

                2                  3           2
         + 3 b34  sa a34 + 3 sa a34  - 2 sa a41  a34

              1/2       2    2    1/2    3         1/2        2
         + 4 3    b34 ca  a34  - 3    a34  ca - 4 3    b34 a34

            1/2    2                   5
         + 3    b34  ca a34) (2 x - 2 x ) - 1/4 a41 (

             2       3       1/2    4           1/2    3       2
        2 b34  sa a34  ca - 3    a12  b34 ca - 3    b34  ca a34

              1/2    3    2   2    1/2    3       2
         - 2 3    a34  b34  ca  - 3    b34  ca a12

                2      1/2    2        2  1/2           2
         - 2 a41  a34 3    a12  - 3 a34  3    b34 ca a12

                2      1/2       2      1/2    2        2   2
         + 2 a41  b34 3    ca a12  + 2 3    b34  a34 a12  ca
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            1/2    2        2               2    2
         + 3    b34  a34 a12  + 4 b34 sa a12  a41

                2       2                      2    2
         + 6 b34  sa a12  ca a34 - 5 b34 sa a12  a34

                 2       2                      2    2
         - 16 b34  sa a41  ca a34 - 6 b34 sa a34  a41

              4      1/2      3       2        3       2
         + a12  a34 3    + b34  sa a12  - 3 b34  sa a34

                       4             4        3       2
         - 2 b34 sa a34  - b34 sa a12  - 4 b34  sa a41

                3    2  1/2      3  1/2    2            3      5
         + 3 a34  b34  3    + a34  3    a12 ) (2 x + 4 x  + 2 x )
+ (

                 4    2          4    2      4    2   2
        - 1/4 a34  b34  + 3/4 a41  a12  - a41  b34  ca

                  4    2          4    2          4    2
         - 1/4 b34  a34  - 1/4 b34  a41  - 1/4 a34  a41

                  2    2    2      2    2    2          4    2
         - 3/4 b34  a34  a12  + b34  a41  a12  - 1/4 a12  a41

                  4    2          4    2          3           2
         - 1/4 a12  a34  - 1/4 a12  b34  + 1/4 b34  ca a34 a12

                  3           2                     4
         + 1/4 a34  b34 ca a12  + 1/4 b34 ca a34 a12

                  3    3         2    2    2   2
         + 1/4 a34  b34  ca - b34  a41  a12  ca

                  3  1/2       3          3  1/2           2
         + 1/4 b34  3    sa a34  + 1/4 b34  3    sa a34 a12

                    1/2       4                1/2       3    2
         + 1/4 b34 3    sa a12  a34 + 1/2 b34 3    sa a34  a41

                    1/2       2        2
         - 1/2 b34 3    sa a41  a34 a12

                  2  1/2       2    2               1/2       3
2
         - 1/2 b34  3    sa a34  a41  ca + 1/4 b34 3    sa a34
a12
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                1/2    2       2    2             2   2    2    2
         - 1/2 3    b34  sa a12  a34  ca + 1/2 b34  ca  a34  a12

                  2    2    2        3    2
         - 1/4 a41  a34  b34  - 2 a34  a41  b34 ca

                2    3                 2    2   2    2
         - 2 a41  b34  ca a34 - 3/2 a41  b34  ca  a34

                2               2      4    2          2      4
6
         - 3 a41  b34 ca a34 a12  - a41  a34 ) (1 + 3 x  + 3 x  +
x )

> coeff(New_EQN,x,6);

           4    2          4    2      4    2   2          4    2
  - 1/4 a34  b34  + 3/4 a41  a12  - a41  b34  ca  - 1/4 b34  a34

                  4    2          4    2          2    2    2
         - 1/4 b34  a41  - 1/4 a34  a41  - 3/4 b34  a34  a12

              2    2    2          4    2          4    2
         + b34  a41  a12  - 1/4 a12  a41  - 1/4 a12  a34

                  4    2          3           2
         - 1/4 a12  b34  + 1/4 b34  ca a34 a12

                  3           2                     4
         + 1/4 a34  b34 ca a12  + 1/4 b34 ca a34 a12

                  3    3                  4            2        2
         + 1/4 a34  b34  ca + 1/4 a41 (a12  a34 - 6 a41  a34 b34

                    2       2        2        2        2    2
         - 4 b34 a41  ca a12  - 4 a41  a34 a12  + 6 a34  a41  b34
ca

                3    2        2        2      2           2
         + 4 a34  a41  + 5 b34  a34 a12  - a34  b34 ca a12

                 2    2   2            4             4
         + 12 a41  b34  ca  a34 + 2 a34  b34 ca + a12  b34 ca

              3       2      3       2        3    2   2
         + b34  ca a34  - b34  ca a12  - 2 a34  b34  ca

                2   2        2        2    3           3    2
         - 6 b34  ca  a34 a12  + 4 a41  b34  ca + 3 a34  b34

                4          3    2        2  1/2       2
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         + 2 b34  a34 - a34  a12  + 2 b34  3    sa a12  ca a34

                1/2       2    2        2  1/2       3
         - b34 3    sa a12  a34  - 2 b34  3    sa a34  ca

                3  1/2       2        1/2       4      3  1/2
2
         - 3 b34  3    sa a34  - b34 3    sa a12  - b34  3    sa
a12

                2  1/2       2                 1/2       2    2
         + 4 b34  3    sa a41  ca a34 - 4 b34 3    sa a34  a41

                  1/2       2    2       2    2    2   2
2
         + 2 b34 3    sa a12  a41 ) - b34  a41  a12  ca  + 1/2
a41  (

              2    2        2    2                   2
        -2 b34  a12  + 2 a12  a34  + 6 b34 ca a34 a12

                2    2   2        2  1/2       2
         + 4 b34  a12  ca  + 4 b34  3    sa a34  ca

                1/2       3      3  1/2             3
         - b34 3    sa a34  + b34  3    sa a34 + a34  b34 ca

              3               2   2    2        2
         + b34  ca a34 + 4 b34  ca  a34  + 2 a41  b34 ca a34)

                  3  1/2       3          3  1/2           2
         + 1/4 b34  3    sa a34  + 1/4 b34  3    sa a34 a12

                    1/2       4                1/2       3    2
         + 1/4 b34 3    sa a12  a34 + 1/2 b34 3    sa a34  a41

                    1/2       2        2
         - 1/2 b34 3    sa a41  a34 a12

                  2  1/2       2    2               1/2       3
2
         - 1/2 b34  3    sa a34  a41  ca + 1/4 b34 3    sa a34
a12

                1/2    2       2    2             2   2    2    2
         - 1/2 3    b34  sa a12  a34  ca + 1/2 b34  ca  a34  a12

                  2    2    2        3    2
         - 1/4 a41  a34  b34  - 2 a34  a41  b34 ca

                2    3                 2    2   2    2
         - 2 a41  b34  ca a34 - 3/2 a41  b34  ca  a34
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                2               2           4    2
         - 3 a41  b34 ca a34 a12  - 20 - a41  a34

> coeff(New_EQN,x,5);

           3                                 1/2       2
  2 b34 a41  a34 (-sa a34 - 2 sa b34 ca + 2 3    b34 ca

            1/2           1/2           2              2
         - 3    a34 ca - 3    b34) - a41  b34 (2 sa a12  a34

                       2                     2        2
         - 4 b34 sa a12  ca + 4 b34 sa ca a41  + 3 b34  sa a34

                   3           2          1/2       2    2
         + 3 sa a34  - 2 sa a41  a34 + 4 3    b34 ca  a34

            1/2    3         1/2        2    1/2    2
         - 3    a34  ca - 4 3    b34 a34  + 3    b34  ca a34) -
1/2

                  2       3       1/2    4           1/2    3
2
        a41 (2 b34  sa a34  ca - 3    a12  b34 ca - 3    b34  ca
a34

              1/2    3    2   2    1/2    3       2
         - 2 3    a34  b34  ca  - 3    b34  ca a12

                2      1/2    2        2  1/2           2
         - 2 a41  a34 3    a12  - 3 a34  3    b34 ca a12

                2      1/2       2      1/2    2        2   2
         + 2 a41  b34 3    ca a12  + 2 3    b34  a34 a12  ca

            1/2    2        2               2    2
         + 3    b34  a34 a12  + 4 b34 sa a12  a41

                2       2                      2    2
         + 6 b34  sa a12  ca a34 - 5 b34 sa a12  a34

                 2       2                      2    2
         - 16 b34  sa a41  ca a34 - 6 b34 sa a34  a41

              4      1/2      3       2        3       2
         + a12  a34 3    + b34  sa a12  - 3 b34  sa a34

                       4             4        3       2
         - 2 b34 sa a34  - b34 sa a12  - 4 b34  sa a41
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                3    2  1/2      3  1/2    2
         + 3 a34  b34  3    + a34  3    a12 )

> coeff(New_EQN,x,4);

           4    2          4    2        4    2   2          4
2
  - 3/4 a34  b34  + 9/4 a41  a12  - 3 a41  b34  ca  - 3/4 b34
a34

                  4    2          4    2          2    2    2
         - 3/4 b34  a41  - 3/4 a34  a41  - 9/4 b34  a34  a12

                2    2    2          4    2          4    2
         + 3 b34  a41  a12  - 3/4 a12  a41  - 3/4 a12  a34

                  4    2          3           2
         - 3/4 a12  b34  + 3/4 b34  ca a34 a12

                  3           2                     4
         + 3/4 a34  b34 ca a12  + 3/4 b34 ca a34 a12

                  3    3                  4            2        2
         + 3/4 a34  b34  ca + 1/4 a41 (a12  a34 - 6 a41  a34 b34

                    2       2        2        2        2    2
         - 4 b34 a41  ca a12  - 4 a41  a34 a12  + 6 a34  a41  b34
ca

                3    2        2        2      2           2
         + 4 a34  a41  + 5 b34  a34 a12  - a34  b34 ca a12

                 2    2   2            4             4
         + 12 a41  b34  ca  a34 + 2 a34  b34 ca + a12  b34 ca

              3       2      3       2        3    2   2
         + b34  ca a34  - b34  ca a12  - 2 a34  b34  ca

                2   2        2        2    3           3    2
         - 6 b34  ca  a34 a12  + 4 a41  b34  ca + 3 a34  b34

                4          3    2        2  1/2       2
         + 2 b34  a34 - a34  a12  + 2 b34  3    sa a12  ca a34

                1/2       2    2        2  1/2       3
         - b34 3    sa a12  a34  - 2 b34  3    sa a34  ca

                3  1/2       2        1/2       4      3  1/2
2
         - 3 b34  3    sa a34  - b34 3    sa a12  - b34  3    sa
a12
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                2  1/2       2                 1/2       2    2
         + 4 b34  3    sa a41  ca a34 - 4 b34 3    sa a34  a41

                  1/2       2    2         2    2    2   2
2
         + 2 b34 3    sa a12  a41 ) - 3 b34  a41  a12  ca  - 1/2
a41

               2    2        2    2                   2
        (-2 b34  a12  + 2 a12  a34  + 6 b34 ca a34 a12

                2    2   2        2  1/2       2
         + 4 b34  a12  ca  + 4 b34  3    sa a34  ca

                1/2       3      3  1/2             3
         - b34 3    sa a34  + b34  3    sa a34 + a34  b34 ca

              3               2   2    2        2
         + b34  ca a34 + 4 b34  ca  a34  + 2 a41  b34 ca a34)

                  3  1/2       3          3  1/2           2
         + 3/4 b34  3    sa a34  + 3/4 b34  3    sa a34 a12

                    1/2       4                1/2       3    2
         + 3/4 b34 3    sa a12  a34 + 3/2 b34 3    sa a34  a41

                    1/2       2        2
         - 3/2 b34 3    sa a41  a34 a12

                  2  1/2       2    2               1/2       3
2
         - 3/2 b34  3    sa a34  a41  ca + 3/4 b34 3    sa a34
a12

                1/2    2       2    2             2   2    2    2
         - 3/2 3    b34  sa a12  a34  ca + 3/2 b34  ca  a34  a12

                  2    2    2        3    2
         - 3/4 a41  a34  b34  - 6 a34  a41  b34 ca

                2    3                 2    2   2    2
         - 6 a41  b34  ca a34 - 9/2 a41  b34  ca  a34

                2               2             4    2
         - 9 a41  b34 ca a34 a12  + 15 - 3 a41  a34

> coeff(New_EQN,x,3);

            3                                 1/2       2
  -4 b34 a41  a34 (-sa a34 - 2 sa b34 ca + 2 3    b34 ca
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            1/2           1/2                  2       3
         - 3    a34 ca - 3    b34) - a41 (2 b34  sa a34  ca

            1/2    4           1/2    3       2
         - 3    a12  b34 ca - 3    b34  ca a34

              1/2    3    2   2    1/2    3       2
         - 2 3    a34  b34  ca  - 3    b34  ca a12

                2      1/2    2        2  1/2           2
         - 2 a41  a34 3    a12  - 3 a34  3    b34 ca a12

                2      1/2       2      1/2    2        2   2
         + 2 a41  b34 3    ca a12  + 2 3    b34  a34 a12  ca

            1/2    2        2               2    2
         + 3    b34  a34 a12  + 4 b34 sa a12  a41

                2       2                      2    2
         + 6 b34  sa a12  ca a34 - 5 b34 sa a12  a34

                 2       2                      2    2
         - 16 b34  sa a41  ca a34 - 6 b34 sa a34  a41

              4      1/2      3       2        3       2
         + a12  a34 3    + b34  sa a12  - 3 b34  sa a34

                       4             4        3       2
         - 2 b34 sa a34  - b34 sa a12  - 4 b34  sa a41

                3    2  1/2      3  1/2    2
         + 3 a34  b34  3    + a34  3    a12 )

> coeff(New_EQN,x,2);

           4    2          4    2        4    2   2          4
2
  - 3/4 a34  b34  + 9/4 a41  a12  - 3 a41  b34  ca  - 3/4 b34
a34

                  4    2          4    2          2    2    2
         - 3/4 b34  a41  - 3/4 a34  a41  - 9/4 b34  a34  a12

                2    2    2          4    2          4    2
         + 3 b34  a41  a12  - 3/4 a12  a41  - 3/4 a12  a34

                  4    2          3           2
         - 3/4 a12  b34  + 3/4 b34  ca a34 a12

                  3           2                     4
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         + 3/4 a34  b34 ca a12  + 3/4 b34 ca a34 a12

                  3    3                  4            2        2
         + 3/4 a34  b34  ca - 1/4 a41 (a12  a34 - 6 a41  a34 b34

                    2       2        2        2        2    2
         - 4 b34 a41  ca a12  - 4 a41  a34 a12  + 6 a34  a41  b34
ca

                3    2        2        2      2           2
         + 4 a34  a41  + 5 b34  a34 a12  - a34  b34 ca a12

                 2    2   2            4             4
         + 12 a41  b34  ca  a34 + 2 a34  b34 ca + a12  b34 ca

              3       2      3       2        3    2   2
         + b34  ca a34  - b34  ca a12  - 2 a34  b34  ca

                2   2        2        2    3           3    2
         - 6 b34  ca  a34 a12  + 4 a41  b34  ca + 3 a34  b34

                4          3    2        2  1/2       2
         + 2 b34  a34 - a34  a12  + 2 b34  3    sa a12  ca a34

                1/2       2    2        2  1/2       3
         - b34 3    sa a12  a34  - 2 b34  3    sa a34  ca

                3  1/2       2        1/2       4      3  1/2
2
         - 3 b34  3    sa a34  - b34 3    sa a12  - b34  3    sa
a12

                2  1/2       2                 1/2       2    2
         + 4 b34  3    sa a41  ca a34 - 4 b34 3    sa a34  a41

                  1/2       2    2         2    2    2   2
2
         + 2 b34 3    sa a12  a41 ) - 3 b34  a41  a12  ca  - 1/2
a41

               2    2        2    2                   2
        (-2 b34  a12  + 2 a12  a34  + 6 b34 ca a34 a12

                2    2   2        2  1/2       2
         + 4 b34  a12  ca  + 4 b34  3    sa a34  ca

                1/2       3      3  1/2             3
         - b34 3    sa a34  + b34  3    sa a34 + a34  b34 ca

              3               2   2    2        2
         + b34  ca a34 + 4 b34  ca  a34  + 2 a41  b34 ca a34)
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                  3  1/2       3          3  1/2           2
         + 3/4 b34  3    sa a34  + 3/4 b34  3    sa a34 a12

                    1/2       4                1/2       3    2
         + 3/4 b34 3    sa a12  a34 + 3/2 b34 3    sa a34  a41

                    1/2       2        2
         - 3/2 b34 3    sa a41  a34 a12

                  2  1/2       2    2               1/2       3
2
         - 3/2 b34  3    sa a34  a41  ca + 3/4 b34 3    sa a34
a12

                1/2    2       2    2             2   2    2    2
         - 3/2 3    b34  sa a12  a34  ca + 3/2 b34  ca  a34  a12

                  2    2    2        3    2
         - 3/4 a41  a34  b34  - 6 a34  a41  b34 ca

                2    3                 2    2   2    2
         - 6 a41  b34  ca a34 - 9/2 a41  b34  ca  a34

                2               2        4    2
         - 9 a41  b34 ca a34 a12  - 3 a41  a34  - 6

> coeff(New_EQN,x,1);

           3                                 1/2       2
  2 b34 a41  a34 (-sa a34 - 2 sa b34 ca + 2 3    b34 ca

            1/2           1/2           2              2
         - 3    a34 ca - 3    b34) + a41  b34 (2 sa a12  a34

                       2                     2        2
         - 4 b34 sa a12  ca + 4 b34 sa ca a41  + 3 b34  sa a34

                   3           2          1/2       2    2
         + 3 sa a34  - 2 sa a41  a34 + 4 3    b34 ca  a34

            1/2    3         1/2        2    1/2    2
         - 3    a34  ca - 4 3    b34 a34  + 3    b34  ca a34) -
1/2

                  2       3       1/2    4           1/2    3
2
        a41 (2 b34  sa a34  ca - 3    a12  b34 ca - 3    b34  ca
a34

              1/2    3    2   2    1/2    3       2
         - 2 3    a34  b34  ca  - 3    b34  ca a12
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                2      1/2    2        2  1/2           2
         - 2 a41  a34 3    a12  - 3 a34  3    b34 ca a12

                2      1/2       2      1/2    2        2   2
         + 2 a41  b34 3    ca a12  + 2 3    b34  a34 a12  ca

            1/2    2        2               2    2
         + 3    b34  a34 a12  + 4 b34 sa a12  a41

                2       2                      2    2
         + 6 b34  sa a12  ca a34 - 5 b34 sa a12  a34

                 2       2                      2    2
         - 16 b34  sa a41  ca a34 - 6 b34 sa a34  a41

              4      1/2      3       2        3       2
         + a12  a34 3    + b34  sa a12  - 3 b34  sa a34

                       4             4        3       2
         - 2 b34 sa a34  - b34 sa a12  - 4 b34  sa a41

                3    2  1/2      3  1/2    2
         + 3 a34  b34  3    + a34  3    a12 )

> coeff(New_EQN,x,0);

           4    2          4    2      4    2   2          4    2
  - 1/4 a34  b34  + 3/4 a41  a12  - a41  b34  ca  - 1/4 b34  a34

                  4    2          4    2          2    2    2
         - 1/4 b34  a41  - 1/4 a34  a41  - 3/4 b34  a34  a12

              2    2    2          4    2          4    2
         + b34  a41  a12  - 1/4 a12  a41  - 1/4 a12  a34

                  4    2          3           2
         - 1/4 a12  b34  + 1/4 b34  ca a34 a12

                  3           2                     4
         + 1/4 a34  b34 ca a12  + 1/4 b34 ca a34 a12

                  3    3                  4            2        2
         + 1/4 a34  b34  ca - 1/4 a41 (a12  a34 - 6 a41  a34 b34

                    2       2        2        2        2    2
         - 4 b34 a41  ca a12  - 4 a41  a34 a12  + 6 a34  a41  b34
ca

                3    2        2        2      2           2
         + 4 a34  a41  + 5 b34  a34 a12  - a34  b34 ca a12
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                 2    2   2            4             4
         + 12 a41  b34  ca  a34 + 2 a34  b34 ca + a12  b34 ca

              3       2      3       2        3    2   2
         + b34  ca a34  - b34  ca a12  - 2 a34  b34  ca

                2   2        2        2    3           3    2
         - 6 b34  ca  a34 a12  + 4 a41  b34  ca + 3 a34  b34

                4          3    2        2  1/2       2
         + 2 b34  a34 - a34  a12  + 2 b34  3    sa a12  ca a34

                1/2       2    2        2  1/2       3
         - b34 3    sa a12  a34  - 2 b34  3    sa a34  ca

                3  1/2       2        1/2       4      3  1/2
2
         - 3 b34  3    sa a34  - b34 3    sa a12  - b34  3    sa
a12

                2  1/2       2                 1/2       2    2
         + 4 b34  3    sa a41  ca a34 - 4 b34 3    sa a34  a41

                  1/2       2    2       2    2    2   2
2
         + 2 b34 3    sa a12  a41 ) - b34  a41  a12  ca  + 1/2
a41  (

              2    2        2    2                   2
        -2 b34  a12  + 2 a12  a34  + 6 b34 ca a34 a12

                2    2   2        2  1/2       2
         + 4 b34  a12  ca  + 4 b34  3    sa a34  ca

                1/2       3      3  1/2             3
         - b34 3    sa a34  + b34  3    sa a34 + a34  b34 ca

              3               2   2    2        2
         + b34  ca a34 + 4 b34  ca  a34  + 2 a41  b34 ca a34)

                  3  1/2       3          3  1/2           2
         + 1/4 b34  3    sa a34  + 1/4 b34  3    sa a34 a12

                    1/2       4                1/2       3    2
         + 1/4 b34 3    sa a12  a34 + 1/2 b34 3    sa a34  a41

                    1/2       2        2
         - 1/2 b34 3    sa a41  a34 a12

                  2  1/2       2    2               1/2       3
2
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         - 1/2 b34  3    sa a34  a41  ca + 1/4 b34 3    sa a34
a12

                1/2    2       2    2             2   2    2    2
         - 1/2 3    b34  sa a12  a34  ca + 1/2 b34  ca  a34  a12

                  2    2    2        3    2
         - 1/4 a41  a34  b34  - 2 a34  a41  b34 ca

                2    3                 2    2   2    2
         - 2 a41  b34  ca a34 - 3/2 a41  b34  ca  a34

                2               2      4    2
         - 3 a41  b34 ca a34 a12  - a41  a34  + 1
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APPENDIX B
DRIVER AND CALIBRATION SOURCE CODE

The source code for the user-space calibration program and the kernel-space driver is

included here. Each file is designated with file = filename in the appropriate type of

comment line. The calibration program is calibrate.c. The makefile is to compile the

driver code. The driver c-code files are sbs_drv_load.c, enc6.c, and op12dac.c. The

header files are cfg_sbs.h and ksbs.h. Both header files are used by the driver. Any user-

space program that uses the driver must also include the same version of cfg_sbs.h.

/************************************************************
file = calibrate.c
User space program to measure and calculate calibration constants
***assume*** wheel diameter is measured separately

************************************************************************
!NOTE: this program expects the left wheel encoder and slide axis encoder
   to be hooked up "backwards" in order to function correctly!
************************************************************************
CALIBRATION METHOD
motors will be turned off, only brake is used to help secure user point

steps:
1st: move slide to left end (with brake off)

user point is fixed with clamp
user input sets brake
user rotates device slowly about probe point.
program measures travel of each wheel and releases brake

2nd: mechanism is re-positioned with sliding axis moved to the right
user point is fixed with clamp
the rest of first step is repeated

3rd: calibration constants are calculated with Cramer's rule. The
        constants of interest are the distance between wheels and

the distance from the left wheel to the sliding axis's left
hard stop.
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*/

#include <stdio.h>
#include <unistd.h>
#include <sys/ioctl.h>
#include <fcntl.h>
#include <errno.h>
#include <string.h>

#include "cfg_sbs.h"

/*
The simulation expects the following 3 calibration constants
i)     WHEEL_SCALE (counts/inch) = 4000/(Wheel Diameter * pi)
ii)    WHEEL_BASE = distance between the wheels
iii)   SLIDE_OFFSET = = distance from left wheel to left stop

RESOLUTION
tangent axis ecoder cog has
        .8 pd for 16 tooth cog, 1.5"pd for 30 tooth cog

1 revolution = 4000 counts ==>
resolution just over 1/2 a thou. for 16th tooth, 850 DPI for 30

wheel axs resolution
        wheel diamter is 3.950", 4000 counts/rev: tolerance~=0.003"

resolution ~= 320 DPI (that is half of goal)
with such poor resolution, a caliper reading is more accurate
than calibrating with encoder count so we use the caliper reading
(the wheel diameter is not needed for this calibration routine)

*/

#define WHEEL_DIAM 3.95 /*inches*/
#define TANG_16_SCALE 1592.55 /* counts/inch for 16 tooth cog*/
#define TANG_30_SCALE 849.36 /* counts/inch for 30 tooth cog*/
#define TANG_SCALE TANG_30_SCALE  /*currently using  30 tooth cog*/
#define MAX_BRAKE 0x3cf /*Definately don't want to over-heat chip for calibration*/

/* prototypes */
void close_sbs(void);
int open_sbs(void);

/*global variables */
int fdb,fde,fdd;

int main(int argc, char **argv){
  short encs[4][3],Wl,Wr,slide;
  short e1,e2,e3;
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  float r1, r2, s, offset, len;
  char ans;
  FILE *fp;

  open_sbs();                   /*open, reset & prompt*/
  ioctl(fdd,SBS_IOC_RESET);
  printf("Please slide the user point all the way to the left and clamp down.\n");
  printf("please turn motors off.\n");
  printf("When ready, hit return.\n");
  printf("Then be ready to move a wheel.\n");

  ioctl(fde, SBS_IOC_RESET);  /* Reset the encoders */
  scanf("%c",&ans);

  printf("Locking brake...\n");
  ioctl(fdd,SBS_IOC_WCH2,MAX_BRAKE);
  ioctl(fde, SBS_IOC_RESET);  /* Reset the encoders */
  ioctl(fde,SBS_IOC_RCH0,&e1) ;
  ioctl(fde,SBS_IOC_RCH1,&e2) ;
  ioctl(fde,SBS_IOC_RCH2,&e3) ;
  encs[0][0]=e1;
  encs[0][1]=e2;
  encs[0][2]=e3;

  printf("Please rotate device slowly and then hit return.\n");

  scanf("%c",&ans);
  ioctl(fde,SBS_IOC_RCH0,&e1) ;
  ioctl(fde,SBS_IOC_RCH1,&e2) ;
  ioctl(fde,SBS_IOC_RCH2,&e3) ;
  encs[1][0]=e1;
  encs[1][1]=e2;
  encs[1][2]=e3;
  ioctl(fdd,SBS_IOC_WCH2,0x0);

  printf("Please slide and fix slider axis.\n");
  printf("When ready, hit return.\n");
  scanf("%c",&ans);
  ioctl(fde,SBS_IOC_RCH0,&e1) ;
  ioctl(fde,SBS_IOC_RCH1,&e2) ;
  ioctl(fde,SBS_IOC_RCH2,&e3) ;
  encs[2][0]=e1;
  encs[2][1]=e2;
  encs[2][2]=e3;
  ioctl(fdd,SBS_IOC_WCH2,MAX_BRAKE);
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  printf("Please rotate device slowly and then hit return.\n");
  scanf("%c",&ans);
  ioctl(fde,SBS_IOC_RCH0,&e1) ;
  ioctl(fde,SBS_IOC_RCH1,&e2) ;
  ioctl(fde,SBS_IOC_RCH2,&e3) ;
  encs[3][0]=e1;
  encs[3][1]=e2;
  encs[3][2]=e3;
  ioctl(fdd,SBS_IOC_WCH2,0x0);

  r1= (float)(encs[1][0]-encs[0][0]) / (encs[1][1]-encs[0][1]);
  r2= (float)(encs[3][0]-encs[2][0])/(encs[3][1]-encs[2][1]);
  s = encs[2][2]/TANG_SCALE;

  offset = (r1-r1*r2)*s/(r2-r1);
  len = (r1-1)*(1-r2)*s/(r2-r1);

  /*done measuring calib. data: now output (& calculate) */
  printf("%d: %d: %d\n",encs[0][0],encs[0][1],encs[0][2]);
  printf("%d: %d: %d\n",encs[1][0],encs[1][1],encs[1][2]);
  printf("%d: %d: %d\n",encs[2][0],encs[2][1],encs[2][2]);
  printf("%d: %d: %d\n",encs[3][0],encs[3][1],encs[3][2]);

  printf("R1 = %f; R2 = %f; slide = %f\n",r1,r2,s);
  printf("offset = %f (inches); length = %f (inches)\n", offset, len);

  if(argc == 2){
    fp=fopen(argv[1],"w");
    if(fp==NULL){
      printf("Couldn't open file \"%s\".\n",argv[1]);
      return 0;
    }
    fprintf(fp,"%d: %d: %d:",encs[0][0],encs[0][1],encs[0][1]);
    fprintf(fp,"%d: %d: %d:",encs[1][0],encs[1][1],encs[1][2]);
    fprintf(fp,"%d: %d: %d:",encs[2][0],encs[2][1],encs[2][2]);
    fprintf(fp,"%d: %d: %d:",encs[3][0],encs[3][1],encs[3][2]);
    fprintf(fp,"%f: %f: %f:\n",offset, len, s);
    fclose(fp);
  }
}

/* open up the neccessary devices,
returns 0 on success, -1 on failure */
int open_sbs(void){
  fdb = open("/dev/SBS60a",O_RDONLY);
  if (fdb < 0){
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    printf("I couldn't open the board: error = %s.\n",strerror(errno));
    return -1;
  }
  fde = open("/dev/SBSenc6_0",O_RDONLY);
  if (fde < 0){
    printf("I couldn't open the encoder: error = %s.\n",strerror(errno));
    close(fdb);
    return -1;
  }

  fdd = open("/dev/SBSopda12_0",O_RDWR);
  if (fdd < 0){
    printf("I couldn't open the DAC: error = %s.\n",strerror(errno));
    close(fdb);
    close(fde);
    return -1;
  }
  else
    ioctl(fdd, SBS_IOC_RESET);

  return 0;
}

void close_sbs(){
  close(fdb);
  close(fde);
  close(fdd);
}
############################################################
#file = makefile
# for making kernel driver module

KERNELDIR = /usr/src/linux
#include $(KERNELDIR)/configs/kernel-2.4.2-i386.config
CFLAGS = -D__KERNEL__ -DMODULE -I$(KERNELDIR)/include -O2 -Wall
CC =gcc

#ifdef CONFIG_SMP
CFLAGS += -D__SMP__ -DSMP

#endif

all: sbs_drv_load.o op12dac.o enc6.o
$(LD) -r $^ -o sbsprobe.o
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sbs_drv_load.o: sbs_drv_load.c ksbs.h cfg_sbs.h

op12dac.o: op12dac.c ksbs.h cfg_sbs.h

enc6.o: enc6.c ksbs.h cfg_sbs.h

clean:
/bin/rm -f *~ core

/***********************************************************************
*******
file = sbs_drv_load.c
This module sets up the SBS driver (major# == 60)

***ASSUME*** __KERNEL__ &  MODULE are defined in the makefile,
otherwise, they will need to be defined right here
The structure of this code does most of the initialization at
module load time and little initialization at device open
The kernal based settings/definitions are in ksbs.h
The module configuration definitions are in cfg_sbs.h, which
   should be included by any user-space program that uses this
   driver. Note, it is important that the user-space program use
   the same version of cfg_sbs.h!

The init module...
1. finds a greensprings board
2. loads data arrays for boards &
3. ipac types
4. registers the driver

supports boards....
pci60a  (performs the above initializations)
pci40a  (recognizes it, but won't initialize)
other   (state if it matches the greensprings vendor, & device #, but that's it)

There are several IPACS supported. They are considered "flavors" of this driver
They have the same major number, but different minor numbers. The supported flavors
are defined in cfg_sbs.h Some multi-function IPACS may have several flavors.

  LAST MODIFIED 02-15-02 BY CAROL CHESNEY
************************************************************************
******/
#define SBS_DRV_MAJOR 60
#define SBS_DRV_VERSION "SBS.alpha"

#include <linux/module.h>
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#include <linux/config.h>
#include <linux/init.h>
#include <linux/sched.h>
#include <linux/malloc.h>
#include <linux/ioport.h>
#include <linux/fs.h>
#include <linux/pci.h>
#include <asm/semaphore.h>
#include <asm/uaccess.h>
#include "ksbs.h"
#include "cfg_sbs.h"

/* ID, IO and int for 6 slots */
#define SBS_IP_REG_MEML 0x7000

MODULE_AUTHOR ("Carol Chesney");
MODULE_DESCRIPTION ("Loads a configuration of sbs driver");

/*local prototypes here */
int init_sbs_board(void);
void clean_sbs_board(void);
int init_sbs_x0a(struct pci_dev *dev, struct sbs_carrier *sboard);
int init_ip_mod(int slot, struct sbs_carrier *board);
int get_ip(int model, struct sbs_carrier *board);

loff_t sbs_seek (struct file *, loff_t, int);
int  sbs_board_ioctl (struct inode *, struct file *, unsigned int,unsigned long);
int sbs_open(struct inode *, struct file *);
int sbs_carrier_open(struct inode *inode, struct file *filp);
int sbs_board_release (struct inode *, struct file *);
int sbs_reset(struct inode *inode);

module_init(init_sbs_board);
module_exit(clean_sbs_board);

/*"semi-global" variables here */
static int nboards=1;
static struct sbs_carrier boards[MAX_N_BOARDS];
struct file_operations *sbs_fop_array[SBS_DRV_TYPES];
static struct sbs_encoder6 *encs;
static struct sbs_optoda12 *dacs;

/**************************************************/
/* Note, the tagged declaration below requires gcc! */
static struct file_operations sbs_fops = {
  llseek: sbs_seek,
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  ioctl: sbs_board_ioctl,
  open: sbs_open,
  release: sbs_board_release,
  owner: THIS_MODULE,
};

/**************** GENERIC OPEN **********************
called for all SBS drivers, the specific flavor (IPAC
module or board) is determined and then invoked.
****************************************************/
int sbs_open(struct inode *inode, struct file *filp)
{
  int type;

  /* FIRST, determine the "flavor" of driver based on minor #,
     then set the appropriate f_ops
     >>> choose which flavors to support */
  type = TYPE(inode->i_rdev);
#ifdef VERBOSE
  printk("<1>Opening sbs type %d.\n",type);
#endif
  switch(type)
  {
    case 0:
        return (sbs_carrier_open(inode,filp) );
      break;
    case SBS_FLAVOR_IPENC6:
      filp->f_op = sbs_fop_array[0];
      return(enc6_open(inode,filp));
      break;
    case SBS_FLAVOR_IPOPTODA12:
      filp->f_op = sbs_fop_array[1];
      return(opda12_open(inode,filp));
      break;
  case SBS_FLAVOR_RESET:
      return sbs_reset(inode);
      break;
    default:
      return -ENODEV;
  }
}

int sbs_carrier_open(struct inode *inode, struct file *filp)
{
  int inst = NUM(inode->i_rdev);
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#ifdef VERBOSE
  printk("<1> Opening board instance = %d.\n",inst);
#endif
  if(inst > MAX_N_BOARDS-1){
    return -ENODEV;
  }

  /* set the busy field */
  if ( boards[inst].busy == 1){
    printk("<1> SBS board is busy.\n");
    return -EBUSY;
  }
  boards[inst].busy =1;
  return 0;
}

int sbs_board_release(struct inode *inode, struct file *filp)
{
  int inst = NUM(inode->i_rdev);
  boards[inst].busy = 0;
  return 0;
}

loff_t sbs_seek(struct file *filp, loff_t f_pos, int cmd){
/*We don't want the user to screw with this no matter what */
  return f_pos;
}
/** in the process of implementing ioctl for driver board
implemented reset & read of CNTL0 - CNTL2
will need to be modified to reset clocks
**/
int sbs_board_ioctl (struct inode *inode, struct file *filp,

unsigned int cmd, unsigned long arg){
  int inst = NUM(inode->i_rdev);
  u16 cword;

  if ( _IOC_TYPE(cmd) != (SBS_IOC_MAGIC)  )
    return -ENOTTY;
  switch(cmd)  {
  case SBS_IOC_RESET: /*turn auto_ack on and lower clock rates */
      writew(0x20, boards[inst].bar2_map + SBS_CNTL0);
      return 0;
     break;
   case SBS_IOC_RCH0:  /* report CNTL0 */
     cword = readw( boards[inst].bar2_map + SBS_CNTL0);
     return put_user((cword & 0x03FF),(u16 *)arg);
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     break;
   case SBS_IOC_RCH1:  /* report CNTL1 */
     cword = readw( boards[inst].bar2_map + SBS_CNTL1);
     return put_user( (cword & 0x0FFF),(u16 *)arg);
     break;
   case SBS_IOC_RCH2:  /* report CNTL2 */
     cword = readw( boards[inst].bar2_map + SBS_CNTL2);
     return put_user( (cword & 0x00C0),(u16 *)arg);
     break;
   default:
  }
  return -ENOTTY;
}

int sbs_reset(struct inode *inode)
{
  int inst = NUM(inode->i_rdev);
  switch(inst){
  case 0:
    while(GET_USE_COUNT (THIS_MODULE) > 0)
      MOD_DEC_USE_COUNT;
    while( GET_USE_COUNT (THIS_MODULE) < 0)
      MOD_INC_USE_COUNT;
    MOD_INC_USE_COUNT;
    printk("SBS driver may now be unloaded.\n");
    break;
  case 1:
    MOD_DEC_USE_COUNT;
    break;
  case 2:
    MOD_INC_USE_COUNT;
    break;
  default:
  }
  return -EBUSY;
}

/**********************************************************/
int init_sbs_board(void){
   static struct pci_dev *pcidev = NULL;
   static int nencs, ndacs;

   printk("<1>Checking PCI hardware:\n");
   printk("<1>     Looking for device with vendor %x, device %x...\n",

  PCI_VENDOR_ID_SBS, PCI_DEVICE_ID_SBS_CARRIER);
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   /* If we need more than one board, we can make this a loop later.... */
   pcidev=pci_find_device(PCI_VENDOR_ID_SBS, PCI_DEVICE_ID_SBS_CARRIER,
pcidev);
   if (pcidev==NULL){
     printk("<1>No Greensprings boards were found.\n");
     return -1;
   }

   switch(pcidev->subsystem_device){
   case PCI_SUBDEVICE_ID_SBS_60A:
     printk("<1>Found GreenSprings carrier for 6 modules.\n");
     boards[0].chans=6;
     break;
   case PCI_SUBDEVICE_ID_SBS_40A:
     printk("<1>Found GreenSprings carrier for 4 modules.\n");
     boards[0].chans=4;
     break;
   default:
     printk("<1>Found unknown GreenSprings board.\n");
     printk("<1>subsystem device ID = %x.\n",pcidev->subsystem_device);
     return 0;
   }

   if(init_sbs_x0a(pcidev,&(boards[0]))){
     printk("<1> Subroutine didn't initialize board 0.\n");
     return -1;
   }
   /* >>>fill in the fops array and ipac data structure arrays*/
   nencs = load_ipenc6s(encs, boards, &(sbs_fop_array[0]) );
   ndacs = load_optoda12s (dacs, boards, &(sbs_fop_array[1]) );

   register_chrdev(SBS_DRV_MAJOR, SBS_DRV_VERSION, &sbs_fops);

   return 0;
}

void clean_sbs_board(void) {
  int ind;

  printk("<1>Unloading GreenSprings PCI \"module probe\" module.\n");
  for(ind=0; ind<nboards; ind++) {
    release_mem_region(boards[ind].bar2,SBS_IP_REG_MEML);
    printk("<1>released memory for index %d.\n",ind);
  }

  unregister_chrdev(SBS_DRV_MAJOR, SBS_DRV_VERSION);
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}

/************************************************************/
/* Initializations for greensprings boards
   inst = instance 0== first instance, etc. gives index in boards array*/
int init_sbs_x0a(struct pci_dev *dev, struct sbs_carrier *sboard)
{
  int ind;

  sboard->busy = 0;
  pci_enable_device(dev);
  printk("<1>Starting initialization of ...\n");
  printk("<1>   %s\n",dev->name);

  sboard->bar2= pci_resource_start(dev,2);
  if( request_mem_region(sboard->bar2, SBS_IP_REG_MEML ,"sbs IP I/O") ==
NULL){
    printk("<1>Unable to allocate SBS ip i/o region.\n");
    printk("<1>For bar2 = %p.\n", (void *)sboard->bar2);
    return -1;
  }
  sboard->bar2_map =  (char *) ioremap(sboard->bar2,SBS_IP_REG_MEML);
  if(sboard->bar2_map == NULL){
    printk("<1>Unable to remap SBS ip i/o region.\n");
    return -1;
  }

  /*turn auto_ack on and lower clock rates */
  writew(0x20, sboard->bar2_map + SBS_CNTL0);

  for(ind=0; ind<sboard->chans; ind++){
    init_ip_mod(ind+1, sboard);
  }
  return 0;
}

/* fill in ipack data structure:
slot# begins at 1, not 0      */
int init_ip_mod(int slot, struct sbs_carrier *board)
{
  static int ind;
  static struct sbs_ip *ip_mod;
  ip_mod = &(board->ips[slot-1]);

  ip_mod->ip_access = (board->bar2_map + SBS_IP_OFFSET*slot);
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  for(ind=0;ind<12;ind++){
    ip_mod->IDprom[ind]=
      readw(ip_mod->ip_access+ SBS_IPID_OFFSET +ind*2) & 0xFF;
  }
  if ( (ip_mod->IDprom[0] !='I')& (ip_mod->IDprom[1] !='P')&
       (ip_mod->IDprom[2] !='A')& (ip_mod->IDprom[3] !='C')){
    /*we have bogus data, or empty slot */
    ip_mod->status = SBS_IP_STATUS_EMPTY;
    return -1;
  }
  switch(ip_mod->IDprom[SBS_MODEL_IND])
    { /* >>> choose which flavors to support */
    case SBS_MODEL_IPENC6 :
    case SBS_MODEL_IPOPTODA12 :
    case SBS_MODEL_IPADIO :
      ip_mod->status = SBS_IP_STATUS_SUPPORTED;
      break;
    default :
      ip_mod->status = SBS_IP_STATUS_UNSUPPORTED;
    }

  return slot;
}

/*************    get_ip:    ********************
returns the slot (starting from 0) on the board if found, -1 if not found
************************************/
int get_ip(int model, struct sbs_carrier *board){
  int ind;

  for(ind=0; ind < board->chans; ind++){
#ifdef VERBOSE
    printk("<1>%d:",ind);
    printk("Model is %X\n",board->ips[ind].IDprom[SBS_MODEL_IND]);
#endif
    if (board->ips[ind].IDprom[SBS_MODEL_IND] == model)
      return ind;
  }
  return -1;
}

/************************************************************
file = enc6.c
last modified 02-15-02
by Carol Chesney
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*/

#include <linux/module.h>
#include <linux/config.h>
#include <linux/init.h>
#include <linux/sched.h>
#include <linux/malloc.h>
#include <linux/ioport.h>
#include <linux/fs.h>
#include <asm/uaccess.h>
#include <linux/pci.h>
#include "ksbs.h"
#include "cfg_sbs.h"

/* quasi-global vars here */
static struct sbs_encoder6 encs[MAX_N_ENCS];

/*other prototypes */
int get_ip(int model, struct sbs_carrier *board);
int enc6_ioctl (struct inode *inode, struct file *filp,

unsigned int cmd, unsigned long arg);

/*DEFINE THESE MACROS FOR ENC6 MODULE*/
#define E6COUNTERS ip_mod->ip_access
#define E6RESET ip_mod->ip_access +  0x0C
#define E6OVERFLOW ip_mod->ip_access  + 0x10
#define E6INDEX ip_mod->ip_access + 0x12
#define E6UPDOWN ip_mod->ip_access  + 0x14
#define E6IRQVEC ip_mod->ip_access  + 0x16
#define E6IRQOM ip_mod->ip_access  + 0x18
#define E6IRQIM ip_mod->ip_access  + 0x1A

/*These defines will eventually go into a configsbs.h file*/
#define MAX_N_ENCS 1

/************************************************************/
/*                    ROUTINES FOR DRIVER                   */
/************************************************************/

int enc6_open(struct inode *inode, struct file *filp)
{
  int inst = NUM(inode->i_rdev);

#ifdef VERBOSE
  printk("<1> encoder instance = %d.\n",inst);
#endif
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  if(inst > MAX_N_ENCS-1){
    MOD_DEC_USE_COUNT;
    return -ENODEV;
  }

  /* set the busy field */
  if ( encs[inst].busy == 1){
    printk("<1> encoder module is busy.\n");
    MOD_DEC_USE_COUNT;
    return -ENODEV;
  }
  encs[inst].busy =1;
  return 0;
}

int enc6_release(struct inode *inode, struct file *filp)
{
  int inst = NUM(inode->i_rdev);
  encs[inst].busy = 0;
  return 0;
}

loff_t enc6_seek(struct file *filp, loff_t f_pos, int cmd){
/*We don't want the user to screw with this NO MATTER WHAT! */
  return f_pos;
}

int enc6_ioctl (struct inode *inode, struct file *filp,
unsigned int cmd, unsigned long arg){

  int inst = NUM(inode->i_rdev);
  u16 chan,cword;

  if ( _IOC_TYPE(cmd) != (SBS_IOC_MAGIC)  )
    return -ENOTTY;

  switch(cmd)  {
  case SBS_IOC_RESET: /* reset all encoder channels, overflow, etc. */
    readw(encs[inst].E6RESET);
    readw(encs[inst].E6OVERFLOW);
    readw(encs[inst].E6INDEX);
    return 0;
    break;
  case SBS_IOC_RCH0: chan=0;     break;
  case SBS_IOC_RCH1: chan=1;     break;
  case SBS_IOC_RCH2: chan=2;     break;
  case SBS_IOC_RCH3: chan=3;     break;
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  case SBS_IOC_RCH4: chan=4;     break;
  case SBS_IOC_RCH5: chan=5;     break;
  default:
     return -ENOTTY;
  }
  cword = readw(encs[inst].E6COUNTERS + chan*2);
  return put_user( cword, (u16 *)arg);
}

/* Note, the tagged declaration below requires gcc! */
static struct file_operations enc6_fops = {
  llseek: enc6_seek,
  ioctl: enc6_ioctl,
  open: enc6_open,
  release: enc6_release,
  owner: THIS_MODULE,
};
/**************************************************/

/************************************************************/
/*             ROUTINES FOR INITIALIZATION                  */
/************************************************************/

/*********** load_ipenc6s ********************/
/* returns:   the number of enc6 modules found, (FOR NOW LIMIT IS AT 1)
adds the enc6 fops structure the driver's fops array
Also loads the encs[] array and sets the p2encs pointer to this array
resets all counters, overflow, and index registers
*************************************************************/
int load_ipenc6s( struct sbs_encoder6 * p2encs, struct sbs_carrier *boards,

   struct file_operations *p2fop[] )
{
  int ind;

  printk("<1>Loading encoders.\n");
  *p2fop = &enc6_fops;
  p2encs = &(encs[0]);
  if ( (ind =get_ip(SBS_MODEL_IPENC6, &(boards[0])) )<0){
    printk("couldn't find enc6 module.\n");
    return 0;
  };

  encs[0].ip_mod = &(boards[0].ips[ind]);

/*Reset all encoder channels  & registers*/
  readw(encs[0].E6RESET);
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  readw(encs[0].E6OVERFLOW);
  readw(encs[0].E6INDEX);

   return 1;
  /*note, to read an encoder (not worrying aobut overflow or index), look at
   readw(encs[0].COUNTERS)*/
}

/************************************************************
file = op12dac.c
source code for op12dac module

last modified 03-12-02 by Carol Chesney
(adding calibration to initialization and d2a)
The callibration didn't work, add debugging
The odd thing is that after the channel was DAC'd, it would
climb!
*/

#include <linux/module.h>
#include <linux/config.h>
#include <linux/init.h>
#include <linux/sched.h>
#include <linux/malloc.h>
#include <linux/ioport.h>
#include <linux/pci.h>
#include <linux/fs.h>
#include <asm/uaccess.h>

#include "ksbs.h"
#include "cfg_sbs.h"

/* quasi-global vars here */
static struct sbs_optoda12 dacs[MAX_N_DACS];

  /* Set the pointers for control registers in I/O region*/
#define OP12VERSION ip_mod->ip_access + SBS_IPID_OFFSET + 12*2
#define OP12CHANSEL ip_mod->ip_access + SBS_IO_OFFSET
#define OP12STATUS ip_mod->ip_access + SBS_IO_OFFSET + 2
#define OP12WDATA ip_mod->ip_access + SBS_IO_OFFSET + 4
#define OP12INTVEC ip_mod->ip_access + SBS_IO_OFFSET + 6
#define OP12CONTROL ip_mod->ip_access + SBS_IO_OFFSET + 0xA

/************************************************************/
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/*                    ROUTINES FOR DRIVER                   */
/************************************************************/

int opda12_open(struct inode *inode, struct file *filp)
{
  int inst = NUM(inode->i_rdev);
#ifdef VERBOSE
  printk("<1> DAC instance = %d.\n",inst);
#endif
  if(inst > MAX_N_DACS-1){
    MOD_DEC_USE_COUNT;
    return -ENODEV;
  }

  /* set the busy field */
  if ( dacs[inst].busy == 1){
    printk("<1> encoder module is busy.\n");
    MOD_DEC_USE_COUNT;
    return -ENODEV;
  }
  dacs[inst].busy =1;
  return 0;
}

int opda12_release(struct inode *inode, struct file *filp)
{
  int inst = NUM(inode->i_rdev);
  dacs[inst].busy = 0;
  return 0;
}

loff_t opda12_seek(struct file *filp, loff_t f_pos, int cmd){
/*We don't want the user to screw with this no matter what */
  return f_pos;
}
/* If ioctl is "write" (as seen from user) arg is data
If ioctl is "read" (as seen from user) arg is a pointer
for now, I only implement write and control so assume
arg is data
 ******************************************/
int opda12_ioctl (struct inode *inode, struct file *filp,

  unsigned int cmd, unsigned long arg){
  u16 cword,chan,Dval;
  int inst = NUM(inode->i_rdev);

  if ( _IOC_TYPE(cmd) != (SBS_IOC_MAGIC)  )
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    return -ENOTTY;

  switch(cmd)  {
  case SBS_IOC_RESET:
    writew(0,dacs[inst].OP12STATUS);
    return 0;
    break;
  case SBS_IOC_WCH0: chan=0;     break;
  case SBS_IOC_WCH1: chan=1;     break;
  case SBS_IOC_WCH2: chan=2;     break;
  case SBS_IOC_WCH3: chan=3;     break;
  case SBS_IOC_WCH4: chan=4;     break;
  case SBS_IOC_WCH5: chan=5;     break;
  case SBS_IOC_WCH6: chan=6;     break;
  case SBS_IOC_WCH7: chan=7;     break;
  default:
     return -ENOTTY;
  }
  /* polled d2a conversion */
  if( readw(dacs[inst].OP12STATUS) & 4 )
    writew(0,dacs[inst].OP12STATUS);
  while(readw(dacs[inst].OP12STATUS) & 1);
/* worry about callibration here*/
  cword = (u16) arg;
  Dval = dacs[inst].gains[chan] * cword -   dacs[inst].offsets[chan];
#ifdef DBUG
   printk("<1>IOCTL:  %u  %u\n",cword,Dval);
   printk("<1>%d:  %d  %d\n",chan,dacs[0].offsets[chan],dacs[0].gains[chan]);
#endif

/*But don't screw things up with callibrated value yet, just look @ printout*/
  writew(cword,dacs[inst].OP12WDATA);
  writew(chan,dacs[inst].OP12CHANSEL);
  return -ENOTTY;
}

/* Note, the tagged declaration below requires gcc! */
static struct file_operations opda12_fops = {
  llseek: opda12_seek,
  ioctl: opda12_ioctl,
  open: opda12_open,
  release: opda12_release,
  owner: THIS_MODULE,
};
/************************************************************/
/*             ROUTINES FOR INITIALIZATION                  */
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/************************************************************/
/*********** load_optoda12s  ********************/
/* returns:   the number of opto12da modules found, (FOR NOW LIMIT IS AT 1)
adds the dac fops structure the driver's fops array
Also loads the dacs[] array and sets the p2dacs pointer to this array
loads the gains and offsets for each channel
*************************************************************/

/* returns # of dacs present, but for now, it only returns a max of 1 */
int load_optoda12s(struct sbs_optoda12 *p2dacs, struct sbs_carrier *boards,

   struct file_operations *p2fop[] )
{
  int ind,ch;
  printk("<1>Loading DACs.\n");
  *p2fop =  &opda12_fops;
  printk("<1>DAC6_fop at%p:\n", &opda12_fops );
  p2dacs =&(dacs[0]);
  if ( (ind =get_ip(SBS_MODEL_IPOPTODA12, &(boards[0]) ))<0){
    printk("couldn't find opda12 module.\n");
    return 0;
  }
  dacs[0].ip_mod = &(boards[0].ips[ind]);
  switch(readw(dacs[0].OP12VERSION) & 0xFF){
  case 10:      ch=8;      break;
  case 11:      ch=4;      break;
  default:
      printk("Unrecognized version of DAC,\n");
      return 0;
  }
  printk("Recognized version of DAC with %d channels.\n",ch);

  /* no interrupts enabled, bipolar mode all chans */
 writew(3, dacs[0].OP12CONTROL);
 for(ind=0; ind<ch; ind++){
   dacs[0].offsets[ind] =
     (u8) readw (dacs[0].ip_mod->ip_access + SBS_IPID_OFFSET + (ind+14)*2 );
   dacs[0].gains[ind]   =
     (u8) readw(dacs[0].ip_mod->ip_access + SBS_IPID_OFFSET + (ind+22)*2 );
   /* here, alter the gains and offsets for bipolar mode */
#ifdef DBUG
   printk("<1>%d)  %d  %d\n",ind,dacs[0].offsets[ind],dacs[0].gains[ind]);
#endif
   dacs[0].offsets[ind] = dacs[0].offsets[ind]/4;
   dacs[0].gains[ind]   = (1-dacs[0].gains[ind]/8192 );
#ifdef DBUG
   printk("<1>    %d  %d\n",dacs[0].offsets[ind],dacs[0].gains[ind]);
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#endif
 }
   return 1;
}

/******************* FROM SBSLIB.C *********************/
/**** "Polled" version of DAC conversion. dacval is 12 bits significant
returns possibly BEFORE DAC conversion complete */
int d2a(struct sbs_optoda12 *dac, u16 chan, u16 dacval){
  u16 Dval;
  printk("<1> Attempt to implement 0x%4X on channel %d.\n",dacval,chan);
  /*for now, everything is word, so....*/
  /* Put callibration adjustment here (now)*/

  Dval = dac->gains[chan] * dacval -   dac->offsets[chan];
#ifdef DBUG
   printk("<1>D2A:  %d  %d\n",dac->offsets[chan],dac->gains[chan]);
   printk("<1>dacval of %d gives %d\n",dacval,Dval);
#endif
  if(readw(dac->OP12STATUS) & 4){
    writew( 0, dac->OP12STATUS );
    printk("<1> cleared DAC status = %x\n",readw(dac->OP12STATUS));
  }
  if( readw(dac->OP12STATUS) & 1){
    while( readw(dac->OP12STATUS) & 1);
    printk("<1> even DAC status = %x\n",readw( dac->OP12STATUS));
  }

/*But don't screw things up with callibrated value yet, just look @ printout*/
  writew(dacval, dac->OP12WDATA);
  printk("<1> Data Reg = 0x%4X\n",readw( dac->OP12WDATA));
  printk("<1> DAC status = %x\n",readw( dac->OP12STATUS));
  writew(chan, dac->OP12CHANSEL);
  printk("<1> DAC status = %x\n",readw( dac->OP12STATUS));

  return 0;
}

/************************************************************
 file = cfg_sbs.h
for setting the "parameters" of your driver
(number of boards/ipacks to be driven, etc.)

to be included by driver and user-space programs
   -be SURE to use the same version of this file in both
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last modified 02-11-02 by Carol Chesney  */

#define MAX_N_BOARDS 1          /* for now, allow just 1 board,etc. */
#define MAX_N_DACS 1
#define MAX_N_ENCS 1

/************************************************************
  Fill in the "flavors" of devices, (board is ALWAYS 0)
the minor # of the device == flavor<<3 + instance
Don't forget to add the appropriate device with...
  mknod /dev/$(device_name) c 60 minor#
may also need to chgrp & chmod on the device(s) as well
  (see script mkdevs)
************************************************************/
/* number of ipac types to be driven,
   (just encoders and dacs here)
BTW, adio ipacs can have several types (flavors) */
#define SBS_DRV_TYPES 2

#define SBS_FLAVOR_IPENC6             1
#define SBS_FLAVOR_IPOPTODA12         2
#define SBS_FLAVOR_16ADC              3
#define SBS_FLAVOR_DACSU              4
/*have yet to define flavors of ADIO ipacs,
I am reserving 5,6,7,8,&9 for
    #define SBS_FLAVOR_IPADIO_?????
because it is a multi-function ipac******/
/* Save last flavor for emergency reset
  mknod /dev/SBSreset c 60 248
  chmod go-r dev/SBSreset
This "device" should ONLY have root access. */
#define SBS_FLAVOR_RESET              31

/*****************************************************************/
/*                         IOCTL DEFINITIONS
in user space:

int ioctl(int fd, int cmd, ...);

driver method:
int (*ioctl) (struct inode *inode, struct file *filp,

unsigned int cmd, unsigned long arg);

from Documentation/iotcl-number.txt...
"If you are adding new ioctl's to the kernel, you should use the _IO
macros defined in <linux/ioctl.h>:
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    _IO    an ioctl with no parameters
    _IOW   an ioctl with write parameters (copy_from_user)
    _IOR   an ioctl with read parameters  (copy_to_user)
    _IOWR  an ioctl with both write and read parameters.

'Write' and 'read' are from the user's point of view, just like the
system calls 'write' and 'read'."

Note, we choose 0xFE as our magic number  */

/* sbs "ioctl" definitions will start with SBS_IOC */
#include <linux/ioctl.h>
#define SBS_IOC_MAGIC 0xFE
#define SBS_IOC_RESET     _IO(SBS_IOC_MAGIC, 0)
#define SBS_IOC_INT       _IO(SBS_IOC_MAGIC, 1)
#define SBS_IOC_NINT      _IO(SBS_IOC_MAGIC, 2)

/*Generic IPack access assumes word length registers
they typically have several "channels"
the READ type ioctls must use arg as a pointer
the WRITE type ioctls assume arg as data

use 0-9 for generic channel read/writes
0,1, & 2 will corresspond to CNTL0, CNTL1, CNTL2 for the
carrier board, 0-5 will correspond to the encoder channels, etc.*/

#define SBS_IOC_RCH0 _IOR(SBS_IOC_MAGIC, 0, short)
#define SBS_IOC_RCH1 _IOR(SBS_IOC_MAGIC, 1, short)
#define SBS_IOC_RCH2 _IOR(SBS_IOC_MAGIC, 2, short)
#define SBS_IOC_RCH3 _IOR(SBS_IOC_MAGIC, 3, short)
#define SBS_IOC_RCH4 _IOR(SBS_IOC_MAGIC, 4, short)
#define SBS_IOC_RCH5 _IOR(SBS_IOC_MAGIC, 5, short)
#define SBS_IOC_RCH6 _IOR(SBS_IOC_MAGIC, 6, short)
#define SBS_IOC_RCH7 _IOR(SBS_IOC_MAGIC, 7, short)
#define SBS_IOC_RCH8 _IOR(SBS_IOC_MAGIC, 8, short)
#define SBS_IOC_RCH9 _IOR(SBS_IOC_MAGIC, 9, short)

#define SBS_IOC_WCH0 _IOW(SBS_IOC_MAGIC, 0, short)
#define SBS_IOC_WCH1 _IOW(SBS_IOC_MAGIC, 1, short)
#define SBS_IOC_WCH2 _IOW(SBS_IOC_MAGIC, 2, short)
#define SBS_IOC_WCH3 _IOW(SBS_IOC_MAGIC, 3, short)
#define SBS_IOC_WCH4 _IOW(SBS_IOC_MAGIC, 4, short)
#define SBS_IOC_WCH5 _IOW(SBS_IOC_MAGIC, 5, short)
#define SBS_IOC_WCH6 _IOW(SBS_IOC_MAGIC, 6, short)
#define SBS_IOC_WCH7 _IOW(SBS_IOC_MAGIC, 7, short)
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#define SBS_IOC_WCH8 _IOW(SBS_IOC_MAGIC, 8, short)
#define SBS_IOC_WCH9 _IOW(SBS_IOC_MAGIC, 9, short)

/************************************************************
file = ksbs.h
header for greensprings KERNEL space code
contains vendor,device numbers etc. for detecting carrier boards

last modified 02-11-02 Carol Chesney
*************************************************************/

/***** Useful data structures *********/
struct sbs_ip {
  int status;            /*empty, defunct, unsupported or supported*/
  char *ip_access;      /*starts at offset for I/O memory */
  char *ip_mem;         /* currently unused */
  u16 IDprom[12]; /*basic ID common to ALL IP modules*/
};

struct sbs_carrier{
/*  struct pci_dev *dev_info;*/ /* it is a pci_dev*/
/* I'm not sure if I want to include a pci_dev, it might be more overhead
than its worth. -Also less portable between kernel and user-space code.
for now I will just use bus, function and device number */
  int busy;
  int chans;                            /* # of slots */
  u16 bus;                              /* bus, devide, and func # */
  u8 dev, func;
  u32 bar0, bar2;                       /* LEAVE BAR1 ALONE! */
  struct sbs_ip ips[6]; /* supports 4 or 6 slot boards*/
  char *bar0_map,*bar2_map;             /* memory from bars 0&2 (leave BAR1

   ALONE!!!)*/
};

/******** additional data structures for supported modules ********/
/* >>> define any you might need for new flavors                  */
struct sbs_optoda12{    /* May want to add a feild for mode
                                      (bipoloar, unipolar, etc.) */
  int busy;
  struct sbs_ip *ip_mod;
  u8 offsets[8], gains[8];           /* The standard callibration values */
  /*registers on DAC module in IO space */
};

struct sbs_encoder6{
  int busy;
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  struct sbs_ip *ip_mod;
};

     /* minor # bit-splitting to give instance and type of ipack (or board)  */
#define NUM(x)    (MINOR(x) & 7)          /*gives the instance */
#define TYPE(x)   (MINOR(x) >> 3)         /*gives the "flavor" */

     /* my own definitions of IP module status */
#define SBS_IP_STATUS_EMPTY         0
#define SBS_IP_STATUS_DEFUNCT      (-1)
#define SBS_IP_STATUS_UNSUPPORTED   2
#define SBS_IP_STATUS_SUPPORTED     1

     /* IDprom indicies, the first 0-3 are IPAC letters */
#define SBS_MANUFACTURE_IND       4
#define SBS_MODEL_IND             5
#define SBS_REVISION_IND          6
#define SBS_DRIVER_LOW_IND        8
#define SBS_DRIVER_LOW_IND        9
#define SBS_BYTES_IND             10
#define SBS_CRC_IND               11

     /* supported models assumes that they are distintc among type*/
#define SBS_MODEL_IPENC6          0xAA
#define SBS_MODEL_IPOPTODA12      0X19
#define SBS_MODEL_IPADIO          0X2E

/* Board & MODULE OFFSETS (relative to BAR2) */
#define SBS_CNTL0 0X500
#define SBS_CNTL1 0X600
#define SBS_CNTL2 0X700
#define SBS_IP_OFFSET 0X1000 /*all modules are spaced this far apart*/
#define SBS_IO_OFFSET 0x0
#define SBS_IPID_OFFSET 0X100
#define SBS_IPINT_OFFSET 0X200

/*Basic pci IDs */
#define PCI_VENDOR_ID_SBS 0x124b
#define PCI_DEVICE_ID_SBS_CARRIER 0x40
#define PCI_SUBVENDOR_ID_SBS_60A 0x124b
#define PCI_SUBDEVICE_ID_SBS_60A 0x6032
#define PCI_SUBDEVICE_ID_SBS_40A 0x9080

/* sbs prototypes */
int get_ip(int model, struct sbs_carrier *board);
int get_optoda12 (struct sbs_optoda12 *dac, struct sbs_carrier *board);
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int get_ipenc6(struct sbs_encoder6 *enc, struct sbs_carrier *board);
int d2a(struct sbs_optoda12 *dac, u16 chan, u16 dacval);

/* added 2-11-02*/
int opda12_open(struct inode *inode, struct file *filp);
int enc6_open(struct inode *inode, struct file *filp);

int load_ipenc6s( struct sbs_encoder6 * p2encs, struct sbs_carrier *boards,
  struct file_operations *p2fop[] );

int load_optoda12s(struct sbs_optoda12 *p2dacs, struct sbs_carrier *boards,
   struct file_operations *p2fop[] );
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